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Modernization of older buildings is restoring their earning power. It pays to "change over" the elevators, especially at this time when prices actually are less than at any time in 25 years. Each building requires a study of its own. Careful engineering thought and special individual analysis are given every building problem brought to Westinghouse—a courtesy service to those interested in modernization.

Elevators that land exactly level with each floor without first going through the annoying process of leveling make a decided saving in operating cost for the management of any building—old or new.

Modern Elevator Operation Means

Controlled Power

Precision Landings are just one of the more easily understood results of electrical engineering progress in vertical transportation as developed by Westinghouse. This progress has gained greater control of power to produce a smoother elevator performance with less wear, less friction, less noise and less cost.

Westinghouse

Electric Elevators
THE ART OF HENRI MATISSE

BY ALBERT C. BARNES AND VIOLETTE DE MAZIA

with one hundred and fifty illustrations

THE creator of the Barnes Foundation, which contains the world's greatest collection of modern art, has made, in collaboration with Violette de Mazia, the first comprehensive study of Matisse, one which very probably will be definitive. It is based upon analyses of the most important existing Matisse paintings here and abroad. These analyses form the data by which Matisse's position in the tradition of painting is established and his contribution to art determined. Matisse's temperament, the effect of his mind and character upon his style and technique, are explained in the light of all relevant principles of modern psychology and aesthetics. There is the fullest documentation and illustration of every point made.

Albert C. Barnes—Wherever painting is discussed today the name of "Dr. Barnes of Merion" is inevitably mentioned. He has not only become an American legend, but actually a powerful influence in the art-world of Europe and America.

Violette de Mazia—Violette de Mazia was born in Paris, received her general education in France, Belgium and England, and worked for three years as a painter in the art academies in London. She came to America in 1924, studied for three years at the Barnes Foundation, and then became a teacher at the same institution.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, New York
ARCHITECTURE and ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS

ARCHITECTURE, published by CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 505 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. March, 1933. Volume LXVII, No. 3. Published monthly on the 28th of the month preceding date of issue. Entered as second-class matter, March 30, 1900, at the Post-Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 2, 1879. Yearly subscription rate to members of the architectural and allied professions, $3; to all others, $6.
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KATE NEAL KINLEY MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP

By authority of the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois the committee in charge announces the second annual consideration of candidates for the Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship, established in 1931 to promote advanced study in the Fine Arts, in memory of the wife of a former president of the university.

The Fellowship should yield one thousand dollars, which is to be used by the recipient toward defraying the expenses of a year's advanced study of the Fine Arts in America or abroad.

Further details may be had by addressing Dean Rexford Newcomb, College of Fine and Applied Arts, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

PERSHING HALL MEMORIAL

GEORGE H. SNOWDEN, of Milford, Conn., an instructor in sculpture in the Yale School of Fine Arts, has been designated the winner of the competition for the design of the bronze tablet for Pershing Hall in Paris. Yale University will erect the bronze tablet in memory of the Yale men who gave their lives in the World War. The tablet will be three feet wide by four feet six inches high.

Second prize was awarded to Raymond G. Barger, of Brunswick, Md.; third prize to Theodore Cortillo, of East Boston, Mass.

The competition was open to all graduates and undergraduate members of the Department of Sculpture, Yale Art School.

ARCHITECTURAL CHINA

THE Women's Division of the Architects' Emergency Committee of New York, as one of their activities in raising a relief fund, are selling at thirty-five dollars a copyrighted tea set as shown in the illustration. The various pieces are decorated with views of famous buildings in sepia on an ivory body, trimmed with lines of purple lustre. Extra cups and saucers are $2.50 each; tea plates, $1.50. Lenox, Inc., is making the set at the net factory cost of sixteen dollars, so that there is a profit for the relief fund of nineteen dollars a set. Applications, with checks payable to Mrs. Louis Ayres, Treasurer, may be sent to Women's Division, Architects' Emergency Committee, 115 East 40th Street, New York City.

A MODERNIZING COMPETITION

A competition open to all architects and men and women who have been members of an architect's organization at any time since March 1, 1932, is being sponsored by the Scovill Manufacturing Company of Waterville, Conn. The competition is divided into two classes, contestants being allowed to enter either class, but not both. It is required to submit an essay, not to exceed 1500 words, on modernizing. The competition closes at midnight, June 1, 1933. The details will be found in the Scovill Company's announcement on one of the advertising pages.

COLUMBIA GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP

Award of the $1,800 Graduate Fellowship of the Columbia University School of Architecture to James A. Mitchell, a graduate of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, is announced by Dean William A. Boring of the School of Architecture.

The fellowship is bestowed annually on the graduate student at Columbia who shows the most promise in architecture. It enables the recipient to pursue advanced studies in architecture and design at Columbia University for a year.

JAMES M. WHITE, 1867-1933

JAMES M. WHITE, professor of architectural engineering and supervising architect of the University of Illinois, died on February 6, at his home in Champaign, Ill. He had undergone an operation two months ago, and was expecting to return to his office two weeks ago, when he contracted influenza. Professor White was a graduate of the University of Illinois, receiving his B.S. in architecture in 1890. Later he studied abroad in France and Germany. In 1905 he was made Dean of the College of Engineering at Illinois, serving until 1927, when he was appointed supervising architect. Since 1922, he had directed all business operations of the university. Professor White was a member of the A.I.A.

A CORRECTION

In the January issue's "Architectural News in Photographs" there appeared an illustration of the Doheny Memorial Library, University of Southern California. The caption credited Samuel E. Lunden as architect of the building. The work should have been credited to Cram & Ferguson and Samuel E. Lunden, associated architects.

ADDISON MIZNER, 1872-1933

ADDISON MIZNER died of a heart attack at his home in Palm Beach on February 5. Born in Benicia, Calif., Addison Mizner would have been a picturesque figure in any walk of life. As a matter of fact he tried many of them. He went to school in Guatemala. At eighteen he went to Spain and studied at Salamanca. While he was struggling to set up an architectural practice in San Francisco, the president of Guatemala asked him to come down there to build and furnish a new palace. Just as he had spent everything he had in preparation for the journey the news came that the young president and dictator had been assassinated. In 1897 he went to the Klondike, (Continued on page 6)
IN PLANNING the new Vogue fittings, Scovill sought to turn out a line that would meet every requirement of the architect. In fact, architects themselves were consulted on points of design and construction. Scovill engineers interpreted their suggestions into practical plumbing terms. The result is a line that embodies sound ideas of beauty and utility.

The beauty of these fittings is timeless. They are modern but not extreme. They are not going to "date." They can be used with either old or new types of enamelware fixtures, and in either case, blend perfectly.

And these fittings have a sturdy utility behind their external beauty. They are made of fine materials. They have patented mechanical features and behind-the-wall construction that guarantee efficient, long-term service. They are backed by the Scovill reputation for quality, built up during 130 years in business.

Vogue fittings include all parts of the lavatory, bath and shower equipment. You will guard the standards of your work by specifying them in hotels, apartment houses, private residences—particularly for modernization jobs that you want to stay modern.

It will pay you to know more about the new Vogue line. A booklet, containing complete information for ready reference, will be sent on request. Write for it today.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS DIVISION
WATERVILLE, CONNECTICUT
Flush Valves—Shower and Bath Fixtures—Tubular and Miscellaneous Plumbers' Brass Goods for General Plumbing Requirements

Scovill

Protected by U.S. Design Patent
No. 86672—others pending
A COMPETITION
Sponsored by the Scovill Manufacturing Company

This competition is open to all Architects, and to men or women who have been members of a recognized architects' organization at any time since March 1, 1932.

CLASS A: CASH AWARD $100

PROBLEM: An essay, not to exceed 1500 words, on modernizing an apartment house, hotel, office building, residence, or any building involving plumbing specifications. In the introduction state briefly: First, the value of modernization to the architect and to the building owner. Second, the importance of plumbing modernization as an integral part of such projects. Third, your opinion as to the most important points in specifying plumbing equipment.

To illustrate the subject, outline a modernization commission from your actual experience. Include the type and age of the building; the changes in plans; the solution of the plumbing problems; and the points involved in the selection of the plumbing equipment. (Neither the original nor the new brand of fittings need be mentioned by manufacturer's name.) In conclusion, tell how the building owner was approached, and the line of reasoning used in obtaining the commission.

Results of the solution of the above problem, such as increased tenancy, greater economy of operation, etc., should be covered and attested by a letter from the building owner or his business agent.

CLASS B: CASH AWARD $75

PROBLEM: An essay, not to exceed 1500 words, following the same conditions outlined in the first paragraph of the Class A problem.

To illustrate the points, assume a hypothetical modernization commission. Indicate the line of reasoning you would use with the building owner to obtain this commission. Point out the probable results of modernization—in increased tenancy, etc.—obtainable by skilful planning. A sketch plan may be attached to illustrate your proposal for modernizing plumbing arrangements and fittings.

GENERAL RULES

Contestants may enter either Class A or Class B—but not both. Only one essay will be accepted from each contestant.

Essays must be typed or written legibly in ink on one side of the paper only. Sign with a nom de plume or device and send in a plain envelope to Contest Director, Scovill Manufacturing Co., Plumbers’ Brass Goods Division, Waterville, Conn. Enclose with the entry a plain, opaque envelope marked Class A or Class B, containing your real name, full address, position, and name of firm. Excellence of English, while desirable, will not be given undue weight as compared to grasp of the subject. Entries will be returned at the close of the competition if postage is enclosed.

The judges will be the following men:

Cass Gilbert, Jr., Cass Gilbert, Inc., New York City
Rawson Haddon, Waterbury, Conn.
Francis Keally, New York City
Louis A. Walsh, Waterbury, Conn.
Russell Whitehead, Editor, Pencil Points

They will meet shortly after the close of the competition, and their report will be published. It is understood that all contestants agree to the conditions of this competition. The judges' decision is to be accepted as final.

If one or both winners wish to donate their awards to a charity limited to the Architectural Profession, the Scovill Manufacturing Company will donate an equal sum—provided the donation is made within two weeks after the winners are announced.

This competition closes at midnight, June 1, 1933

Scovill Manufacturing Company
Plumbers' Brass Goods Division
Waterville, Connecticut

Scovill Flush Valves—Shower, Bath and Lavatory Equipment—Tubular and Miscellaneous Plumbers' Brass Goods
The Bulletin-Board Continued

building log cabins and incidentally gathering in some gold. After a dip into the Orient he came to New York, met Stanford White, and busied himself with some small commissions. In 1918 he went to Palm Beach, the guest of Paris Singer, finding it bleakly utilitarian, with small sun-baked houses with low ceilings the rule. With his knowledge of Spain, Mizner saw at once the effect of imposing the architecture of the Mediterranean on a Florida background. Under his inspiration, the Everglades Club and many palatial homes of stucco with red tile roofs were built. Mizner erected his own tile factory to supply his materials. He established a forge in which were hammered out the wrought-iron grilles he used so lavishly. He bought a forest for woodwork, established a shop for wood carving and furniture making. He organized a factory to make glazed pottery. He cast his own artificial stone. He made stained and leaded glass windows. At the height of his Florida boom, Mizner organized a development corporation for the building of Boca Raton. Within six months after the organization of the company, thirty million dollars' worth of lots are said to have been sold.

Personal

Charles A. Platt, architect, of 101 Park Avenue, New York City, announces that William and Geoffrey Platt have become his partners under the firm name of Charles A. Platt, William & Geoffrey Platt. William Schomburg, architect, has opened an office for the practice of architecture at 95 Main Street, Westport, Conn., and requests that manufacturers' catalogues be sent to him.

Rudolf H. Blatter, architect, announces the opening of an office for the practice of architecture at 435 Kenwood Avenue, Delmar, N.Y.

Alvin E. Harley, architect, formerly practicing under his own name with C. Kenneth Bell as an associate; and Harold S. Ellington, formerly of Weston & Ellington, architects and engineers, announce the formation of the firm of Harley & Ellington, Inc., architects and engineers, with offices in the Stroh Building, Detroit, Mich.

Robert L. Franklin, architect, formerly with C. Herrick Hammond, supervising architect for the State of Illinois, announces the opening of his own office for the practice of architecture at 9943 South Damen Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

O. R. Bean, member of the architectural firm of Lawrence, Holford, Allyn & Bean, of Portland, Ore., has recently been elected City Commissioner. Although his first experience in politics, his decisive victory at the polls is considered to be a public recognition of his contributions to public service in his work on the Housing Code, Board of Appeals, and on committees of the Oregon Building Congress and the City Club.

William Gehron and Sidney F. Ross announce that the partnership of Gehron & Ross will continue for the completion of work already contracted for, but from October 28, 1932, all new business contracted for by William Gehron and Sidney F. Ross individually, will be for their respective individual accounts.

The office of William Gehron will continue in his own name and at the same address as heretofore, 101 Park Avenue, New York City.

Keeps Food and Dishes Hot . . . Dries Towels

Here is the "last word" in modern pantry design. Specify the Prometheus Electric Plate Warmer.

The Prometheus is thoroughly insulated. Can not overheat. A thermostatic cutoff can be furnished to disconnect current automatically if left on accidentally.

Has beautiful finish. Trim is heavily chromium plated and polished. Doors are vitreous porcelain when white finish is desired. Permanent . . . modern . . . attractive . . . built in many models for every requirement.

Approved by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Write for catalog.

Prometheus Electric Corp.
364 W. 13th St.
New York, N. Y.

Prometheus

Electric Plate Warmer

 Arlington

The famous Lee Homestead

We are proud of having been commissioned by the United States Government to construct certain furniture and lighting fixtures as a part of this restoration.

Our thorough knowledge of the requirements of restoration work and special projects of all kinds, and our exceptional facilities for executing such work, are freely offered to architects and decorators.

Among recent projects in which the Virginia Craftsmen participated in whole or in part are:

THE RALEIGH TAVERN, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
THE BALTIMORE COUNTRY CLUB, BALTIMORE, MD.
THE STATE HOUSE, DOVER, DELAWARE.
THE DEARBORN INN, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN

May we send you our literature?

Virginia Craftsmen Inc.
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Craft House VIRGINIA VIRGINIA
59 East 52nd St.
Harrisonburg, Va.

Virginia Craftsmen Reproductions
New York
Some time ago, Otis Elevator Company timed its long-range guns at a new target — the modernization of buildings. The batteries have since been in constant action. For ammunition they have used helpful and informative advertising directed at both tenants and owners. This advertising tells them in no uncertain manner how they can improve the status and earning power of their buildings.

This concentrated action has had its effect, and today the sentiment is more and more favorable toward modernization. Building owners are realizing that only a modern and up-to-date building can hope to pay expenses and earn a profit.

Typical of the acceptance of modernization are some recent contracts for the elevating of four and five story walk-up apartments. One building owner writes that he easily filled nineteen vacancies on upper floors as soon as the elevators were installed.

We suggest that you consult with building owners concerning plans of modernization. You will surely find them favorable to your proposals. And when it comes to elevators, Otis will be glad to co-operate with you in providing its special elevator Survey Service, which is free and will be of practical assistance. Otis Elevator Company — 339 offices throughout the world.
CONCERNING THE LIGHTING IN
THE MAIN BANKING ROOM, PITTSBURGH BRANCH
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CLEVELAND

BY EDWIN J. TRUTHAN OF
WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS

Today's trend in architectural design presents to
the alert architect opportunities for the use of new
and practical methods of lighting which heretofore
have been more or less denied him by virtue of tradi­tion
and style to which he has quite conscientiously adhered.

Today, however, we stand upon the threshold of
a newer era, in which lighting and the proper use of
light play an increasingly important part in the
successful development of architectural design.

When an important problem of lighting presents
itself, it is rather essential to consult and cooperate
with lighting experts and technicians who can
bring a broad knowledge and experience in lighting
problems to the aid and assistance of the architect.
As it may sometimes require experimental
and development work in the solution of a problem,
the assistance and cooperation of an expert proves
great value to the architect who desires to provide
his client with only the best that knowledge
and experience can produce.

In the designing of the main banking room of the
Pittsburgh Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland at Pittsburgh, Pa., an interesting problem
in lighting presented itself, which by careful
study and experimentation has been successfully solved.

This room is rectangular in shape, 43' 6" wide,
60' 0" long and 28' 6" high with the corners splayed
a width of 6' 0". At both ends of the room, just
beyond the piers which define the end of the room
proper, are large windows admitting daylight.

The requirements as developed for the lighting
of this room were: 1. That the illumination
should be from overhead. 2. That the intensity
at desk levels should be ample for the work in hand.
3. That the entire installation should be free from
disagreeable glare. Suspended chandeliers, either
direct or indirect, would not meet the requirements.
The logical solution seemed to be a unit substan­
tially flush with the ceiling which resulted in the
suggestion of a continuous band of diffused light
around the ceiling. This idea, after study, was
adopted.

The diffusing unit is developed within the design
of the ceiling and occupies a width of approximately
30'. The exposed portion extends approximately
12' below the ceiling line, thereby bringing the
wiring, sockets, etc., above the ceiling line. The
actual projection is based on the diffusion of light
from the particular glass selected and in order that
the adjacent ceiling decorations might be illumina­
ted. The location in the ceiling is based on a sub­
stantially even diffusion of light throughout the room and was met by placing the unit a distance
of one quarter the room length from the end walls
and in the same position with regard to the side
walls.

The diffuser frame is of cast and extruded alumi­
num and is built in sections designed to completely
fill the space created for it in the ceiling. An impor­
tant feature is the illumination of the large mural
which occurs on the wall opposite the main entrance
to the room. This has been obtained by incorporat­
ing within the upper sloping panel of the diffuser
nearest the wall a series of specially designed reflectors placed above prismatic lens plates confining the
more intense illumination directly to the area of the mural. This special equipment runs approximately
four fifths the length of the mural and is provided
with louvers to prevent the light reaching the ceiling
and with a cover panel of treated glass, thereby pre­
serving the outward appearance in harmony with the
balance of the diffuser.

The wiring is so arranged that five intensities are
provided for, to wit: from a relatively dim night light
to full brightness. An important accomplishment
in this connection is the elimination of spotting,
whether the night light circuit or the full intensity
be in use. The lamps for illumination of the mural
are entirely independent from those supplying the
general illumination, thereby permitting the use of
the mural light with or without the general light.

There is a total of 40 circuits supplying the 334
lamps contained within the diffuser. These are
grouped to provide the intensities above noted and
are operated by magnetic remote control switches
which in turn are actuated from two groups of con­
tact buttons on the main floor of the banking room.

To insure against any misconceptions as to the res­
ults to be secured, a full size model was prepared in
which experiments could be made in various types
of glass and decorations thereon, as well as to deter­
mine suitable spacing for the lamps. Based on this
model, a particular density of cased opal glass was
selected and two thicknesses are used in each panel.
On the surface of the outer glass, two parallel lines
are introduced by removing the opal flash, thereby
introducing a simple design to add interest to the expanse of glass.

Complete access to the diffuser for cleaning and relamping is provided in the girder and duct space directly above the banking room ceiling, where catwalks are installed paralleling all sections of the diffuser, making every portion of it readily accessible and available at all times.

The results achieved with the installation of this diffuser amply demonstrate the value of close cooperation between the architect and the lighting technician.

This is one of a series of articles, written by prominent architects and published by The Frink Corporation, 23–10 Bridge Plaza South, Long Island City, to promote a better understanding of the possibilities of illumination as an aid to interior architecture.
**Perpetuating Public Buildings of Today with Byers Wrought Iron Pipe**

**INDIANA**
Scottish Rite Cathedral at Indianapolis. Byers Pipe used for all plumbing and heating lines throughout.

**NEW JERSEY**
Atlantic City Auditorium, the largest convention hall in the world. Over 20 miles of Byers Pipe installed.

**MINNESOTA**
Courthouse at St. Paul. Byers Pipe used in downspouts, waste and vent pipes over 6" and under 2", and in all steam lines.

**CALIFORNIA**
San Francisco War Memorial in which 144.1 tons of Byers Pipe is installed for long life economy.

Public Buildings of monumental significance! Today, architects and engineers are safeguarding their client's investment by specifying materials which have a proved record of long life and low yearly cost.

Pictured here are a few of many important public structures in which Byers Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe has been installed because wrought iron has proved its long life in countless installations, extending over a period of actual service that is longer than that of any other kind of pipe.

Every claim made for the durability and long life of Byers Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe can be substantiated with actual service records, available for your study. Such factual data will support your recommendations and is available through any Byers office or by writing our Engineering Service Department in Pittsburgh. At the same time ask for any information you would like to have on the application of Byers Genuine Wrought Iron for stacks, tanks, coal bunkers or boiler breechings.


**BYERS GENUINE WROUGHT IRON PRODUCTS**

PIPE - WELDING FITTINGS - RIVETS - SPECIAL BENDING PIPE - BAR IRON
PLATES - SHEETS - FORGING BILLETS - STRUCTURALS
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CHLORINATION outclasses all other methods of sterilization because of its residual sterilizing action in the pool. An added degree of protection that explains why chlorinated pools regularly receive Health Department reports "B. Coli index confirmed at 0."

If you would say to your client, "The water in this pool is fit to drink" include chlorination. Over 3000 W&T chlorinators sterilize swimming pools both here and abroad.

WALLACE & TIERNAN CO.
INCORPORATED
Manufacturers of Chlorine and Ammonia Control Apparatus
Newark, New Jersey
Branches in Principal Cities
Main Factory: Belleville, New Jersey

"Swim in Drinking Water"
NEW YORK HOSPITAL-CORNELL
MEDICAL COLLEGE ASSOCIATION GROUP
FROM THE EAST RIVER
From the drawing in charcoal by E. P. Chrystie

ARCHITECTURE
The Sad Story of American Housing

By Henry Wright

CONSULTANT IN TOWN PLANNING AND HOUSING

123

HILADELPHIA, "city of brotherly love," has many fine traditions. The gridiron street system, laid down by William Penn, is not to be counted among them. As a city-planning method it constituted a mistaken experiment that has since ripened into a calamitous habit. The gridiron city plan brings about the narrow attenuated lot quite as directly as the shape of a pork chop is dependent on the ribs of the hog. In Philadelphia itself, these lots were occupied full width by closed rows of the "town house"; but not even the virtues of these closed rows, such as they were, remained when the gridiron crossed the Alleghanies and migrated over the national highway, or "overland," route into the Central West.

The most extensive and natural habitat of the gridiron street, with its attendant narrow lot and sunless side alley, has not been geographic but psychological, in the real-estate operator's mind. Here these three have been lodged as tenants by perpetual lease, salamanders never to be burnt out by even the hottest fire, or perhaps even as ineradicable grooves worn into the brain. To suggest that better methods were available has made no impression. To erect physical examples, in which the superiority of other methods has been successfully demonstrated, has as yet caused hardly a ripple. There remains, then, for us to examine the product of this speculative builder himself, to see whether the recent depression-sobered past has led him to develop anything within his narrow frame upon which we might predicate some kind of an advance, however halting, toward an adequate housing procedure.

The gridiron street pattern spread rapidly over almost the whole country during the period of rapid expansion and city building of the nineteenth century. The expansion followed the great avenues of commerce. Thus we find a brick town architecture, closely modelled on the seaboard cities in form and appearance, extending to Pittsburgh, and thence down the Ohio River to Cincinnati, to Louisville, and eventually to St. Louis on the upper Mississippi River. Other traditions than those brought over the mountains may have contributed in these new cities to the arrangement of the houses in detail. But in shape and general appearance the early houses of all these cities distinctly recall Philadelphia. The row principle in itself is not undesirable; in fact, row houses properly planned constitute the most hopeful form of low-cost single-family dwelling to be found here or in Europe. It is the tradition of the narrow lot with which we are concerned.

In the Pittsburgh area the practice of continuous row grouping was continued, and again at Wheeling. Even in the small town of Mount Pleasant, Ohio, near Wheeling, where land could scarcely at any time have been worth more than a few cents a square foot, houses on the main street were built in attached rows. In one case (here illustrated) an archway was placed at the end of the group to reach the rear yard, the house wall being carried up windowless on the property line.

But an important change took place when city building reached the more open plain of the Ohio Valley at Cincinnati. Here the town house met the impact of the pioneer spirit. The house...
was split from its neighbor by a narrow side yard—sometimes a mere passageway, sometimes faced by a few small windows. At St. Louis the precedent of Philadelphia is quite evident. But here the cleft between the houses divides them by only two feet—it is too narrow for passage except by alley cats, and is utilized for no window exposure; it is entirely meaningless, therefore, except as a vigorous expression of what our "rugged individualism" occasionally leads us to. Half a century has passed since this particular expression flourished; it has been discontinued on any large scale; but the fetish that inspired it has remained dominant throughout all the subsequent housing evolution.

Let us trace this evolution through a period of thirty years in the typical building construction of St. Louis. We shall find constant change, virtually devoid of any significant progress. From the town house characteristic of the 1870-1890 period we pass to the less stilted city house of 1890-1900. This latter is less rectangular, but it keeps to the narrow side yard. There is not yet a pressure from the rise of frontage costs that would explain such crowding.

At the turn of the century the increased complexities of street utilities have pushed up frontage costs to a point requiring more intensive use. The two-story house is evolved, with one family on each floor. This type is known generally as the "St. Louis flat," although it is by no means confined to St. Louis, since Chicago, for example, houses 375,000 families in this type of dwelling. The rectangular plan has to be lengthened, and the additional length emphasizes still more clearly the fissure-like character of the side yard.

For a decade the detached two-decker satisfied the demands of frontage economy. Then the unguided processes of rugged individualism, exemplified in neighborhoods of repetitive brick fronts, required a further contraction. The two-family unit was doubled along the party wall. This called for long dark interior halls and an exposure for most of the rooms on the narrow side yard. The arrangement of the rooms themselves in tandem, one behind the other, is an onerous one for purposes of housekeeping; yet it is the actual or at least the progenitive pattern of at least 70 per cent of the present housing in St. Louis, and of an even greater proportion in Chicago, to say nothing of Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Newark. The original Eastern row house was in itself fairly reasonable; it is the precedent which it established, of narrow-lot squeezing, which has done all the damage, having been accepted ever since as a necessary accompaniment of moderate-cost dwellings.

The fourth step in the evolution in these cities (the group now expanded by the inclusion...
of Kansas City and similar later communities) was to build up the double two-family flat to three stories. The tandem room arrangement was of course retained. The side yard remained narrow as before, and not only was its shadow deepened still further by the new floor, but, in the popular mode of the day, porches were added front and back as a still further discouragement to the feeble, smoky sunlight of these industrial cities. Nor was the situation relieved when the demands for larger dwelling space required the widening of the double unit, to gain a narrow extra room at the front and the rear. This process increased the distance in all the intermediate rooms from the inner wall to the window, which transmitted none too much light as it was.

The final decade has seen the expansion of the widened three-story double flat for service in the high-rent field. An interior court is introduced to form a U, with many of the rooms still ranged along the persistent narrow side-line courtyard. Chicago offers variations on these new atrocities, first by the introduction of the three-story detached flat (embracing about 170,000 dwellings), and then by closing up the front façade to give the effect of a nice continuous row, a procedure which just happens to cut off the already scanty circulation of air along the side courts.

Meanwhile, in many smaller cities the effort was successfully carried through to widen the standard lot. Forthwith an unguided public demand for the still more wasteful “bungalow” of one story filled up and overcrowded the lot in its new generous proportions. By 1930 even the builder himself realized that these bungalows looked somewhat awkward, jammed together. A movement then spread to camouflage the bungalow as a modest cottage. A high-pitch “cross gable” was turned across the front façade, to hide the huge mass of the house as it lumbered rearward, its main roof being kept invisible by virtue of a lower pitch. This ingenuity was cleverly manipulated in many Minneapolis examples, but botched in other cities. The ubiquitous front chimney, badly placed for living with, but easy to advertise, was also characteristic of this period.

Here at last was a spark of hope. Having once turned the roof, the builder might by some accident have hit on the corresponding expedient of rearranging the whole house. Having created the effect, he might have followed with the plain fact. At least he might have modified those extreme mistakes of form which had led him into the ultimate confession implied by his camouflage. But no, the spark of hope flickers and dies out. In 1929, 1930, 1931, we find the practical builder repeating the evolution that
had already taken place in 1903, 1904, 1905. The causes and the effects are naively simple.

The bungalow is popular, therefore the accommodating realty effort, "striving to please," must retain it. Keeping an ear to the ground, "understanding and interpreting the public demand," is the admitted major accomplishment of the real-estate profession. But the bungalow, particularly in its crude narrow-lot form, happens to entail waste and expense which sooner or later register themselves as "sales resistance," something which, we regret, has never been countermanded by any Eighteenth Amendment. So the resourceful mind of the speculative builder invents the "investment bungalow," with an annex on the rear attic for a subtenant who pays part of the rent. Some sacrifice is appropriately required of the owning family on the first floor. The extra stairway needed for the new upper tenant crowds the living-room of the main unit forward into the erstwhile sun porch.

The next step for the practical mind is naturally to provide more space above for more rent, and the upper dwelling is consequently expanded into almost a full replica of that below. Almost, because the new two-family structure must still masquerade as a modest bungalow—for who wishes to admit his dependence on his neighbor (above) for the lion's share of his monthly costs? Very ingeniously the public is coddled into receiving this almost final step in the undoing of its bungalow ideal—very ingeniously deceptive in front, but brutally frank behind.

Finally the top story pushes itself out into a full replica of the story below—but still not quite. The effect must still be guarded by the "draping" of a false gambrel roof, which doesn't really fool any one, but makes a highly valued variation for each alternate unit in an endless row of equally dreary façades. But, prize of all! throughout this whole process the hardy resistance of the speculative builder's mind has preserved its integrity. Look down the line of these full-fledged two-flat dwellings of 1931. The "sun porch" appendage is still maintained in its distinguishing brick appliqué as the front half of the living-room, tied into the frame half of this room by the fake brick fireplace, at each side of which is the proverbial small window over the proverbial bookshelves; the get-up distinctly advertising the interior dishonesty by the fact that one window is in frame and the other in brick.

Need we introduce further evidence of the innate poverty of the whole ridiculous procedure? True enough, the public at first glance thinks it is getting the most house for its money if every available inch of the lot has something on it; but not even the general public insists on buying the largest suit of clothes in a store, or even insists any longer on the bulkiest furnace. When we consider such items as the construc-
The Minneapolis bungalow of 1930. The lot was widened, but the unguided popular demand for the one-story dwelling filled up this additional width. Here the row house is camouflaged to simulate a row of detached cottages. The badly placed but well advertised front chimney is characteristic of the period.

The calculation wastes and the heat losses of our present-day, long, leaky barges, the calculation is less one of standards of sunlight or comfort than one of plain arithmetic; every ton of coal thrown out of the window decreases purchasing power, a part of which would have been available to the building industry. The public is ready to understand the comparative economics of the case whenever they are explained; but not so the builder. Housing progress in this country is impossible because of the inadequacy, amateurishness, and incapacity of those groups to whom it has been entrusted as a side line to land merchandising and the mortgage business. It is time here as elsewhere for a distinctly "new deal."

We are not concerned, in this discussion, with land economics or finance as such. We are interested in them only in relation to housing. Hitherto they have pretty well buried housing.

If we stick strictly to the problem before us, determining that in some fashion or other housing must be accomplished, then from our standpoint it is a nuisance that so much of the "economics" of the land is entirely distinct from its useful employment.

Progressive housing, as practised both in this country and abroad, is based on the principle of compact districts developed to their fullest use in advance of any improvement of adjacent areas—such practice permits reasonable land development and specific planning. The general American practice, on the contrary, is one which permits vast areas around the city to be bought up years in advance of any possible use and held for ostensible "ripening." Figures covering the city of Grand Rapids, and assembled by Professor Ernest M. Fisher, of the University of Michigan, show a not unusual case. During twenty-two years, 1909–1931, covered by the study, approximately two lots were platted for every one used for building purposes. The whole number of lots used was only slightly greater than the number available and unused in 1909. "If utilization of lots should continue at the average rate prevailing between 1909 and 1931, it would require thirty-five years to absorb into use all of the lots which are now vacant."

This statement of fact is sufficient, without further deductions, to exhibit the wildness and the irresponsibility involved. This practice of speculative holding carries a triple menace. In the first place, it prevents the assembling, at a low price, of land needed by actual developers.

In the second place, it has led our cities to the installation of expensive public services, far in advance of possible use; and, what is more important, in the third place, the city plans are deprived of any real or definite objective in terms of a specific region to be used in a special way. The street pattern has therefore had to be reduced to the lowest standardized plane—a pattern of short blocks with an excessive number of cross streets requiring utilities and services. Thus we come upon the gridiron once more. No possibility has existed of foretelling which of the streets would be commercial and which entirely residential; and therefore all streets have been given the heavier construction necessary for commercial traffic.
The development of the land as a separate operation from building has entailed excessive charges for the separate items of subdividers' overhead, carrying charges until use, and profit. The number of fees and other contributions required to bring the separate organizations along the different divisions and stages of the work into some kind of alignment has already been described in the book "Housing America" by the editors of *Fortune*.

Through these costs, plus the high taxes involved in the cities' wasteful procedure, all existing moderate-intensity housing areas have been subjected to an immense burden which has forced their conversion to more intensive uses. The more intensive use, capitalized in turn as higher land value, has imposed multi-story buildings which put further heavy demands on streets and public services, so that the vicious circle is completed, with congestion everywhere and mounting public costs. The ironic result to the citizen who works in the central business district is that city expansion, despite its high cost, has been carried beyond the point of any convenience to him in terms of location.

As to the habits of land subdivision, we shall encounter again and again the vicious effect of habits formed, all of which rest on the single-family house. Since the first development of an outlying area is generally in terms of this single, free-standing house, land is platted in narrow, deep lots, and this constriction of the lot remains as a disadvantage to every further step. The history of the flat is essentially the history of a potentially superior building type thwarted at the outset by the single-family lot.

The Costs and Complexities of Housing Finance

It has been shown in frequently published studies that of the average dollar expended for home purchase in the United States, approximately twenty-seven cents go into financing and promotion charges. This is more than is spent either for construction materials or for labor on the job, and considerably more than the average actual cost of the land and its improvement. This exorbitant cost of financing arises chiefly from our system of junior mortgages, with their large element of risk accompanied by higher rates of interest, plus discounts, commissions, and renewal fees. That the risks are real is attested by the widespread bankruptcy of second-mortgage houses, and by the difficulties of finding reputable sources of junior finance.

The first step in the cure of this situation lies in the improvement of the housing product as such. Improved planning in terms of stable communities will decrease the risks of vacancies and obsolescence to a point permitting conservative sources of money safely to enlarge the scope of first mortgages. Second mortgages, if any, may then be stripped of most of their risk, and the amortization of all loans may be safely spread over materially longer periods than in present practice.

A desirable simplification would be for a larger proportion or all the mortgage money to come from a single source, a practice which can be justified for housing of demonstrated stability in use. Not even the most drastic economies achieved by skimping on construction costs could produce savings in rentals or in ownership charges equal to those to be derived from the slower rate of amortization resulting from stable financing.
Here is the rear of the 1931 investment bungalow. It masquerades in front as a "Dutch bungalow," but drops all pretense in the rear. This is not a sporadic case, but represents the bulk of a year's building in a large city, approved for financing by reputable mortgage sources.

The final goal in housing finance, however, is not merely that of improving mortgage rates, extending amortization periods, or simplifying the present complicated mess of senior, junior, and sub-junior mortgages, desirable though this might be. Large-scale housing should and must find its place as a primary investment which will attract permanent money, not temporary mortgage advances which must rapidly be withdrawn less because the undertaking is risky than because the lender has limited means. Such investment money should stand at least on a par with other public utility securities as a permanent stock subscription—negotiable as collateral, to be sure, but remaining in the general housing enterprise, as opposed to any particular housing project.* The investment of such capital by the operating company in any particular housing unit would necessarily be protected by an adequate depreciation reserve, set aside regularly and specifically to offset probable reductions in current earning power from whatever cause. That is, it would take care of possible changes in surrounding conditions, making it possible to reduce rents, to allow for obsolescence or else to reduce it by undertaking alterations and renovations, and to permit complete restoration when necessary either in the same location or in another one. This would keep the capital continuously employed, without demanding the double drain on rentals for both depreciation and amortization which now is necessary in some degree even in large-scale projects, however well planned and managed.

As long as we remain dependent on mortgages, we are particularly handicapped by another bad financial habit, which consists in appraising projects on a wholesale basis. If gross cubage is to be the only measure, then a wasteful building not only escapes punishment but is often rewarded for its waste. Better planned, better built, and, most especially, better managed and protected projects should definitely be entitled to preferential treatment, both in priority of mortgages and in per cent covered by mortgage, although such preferment is seldom encountered today.

* A very able series of articles published during 1931 in Building Investment, by Mr. Arthur C. Holden, vividly contrasts the nature of present-day real-estate investments and industrial ones.

Quite another aspect of this subject has to do with the general extravagance and multiplicity of business charges assessed against house construction at every stage of production, from the subdivision of the raw land up to the trussing of the purchaser in his own shoe-string. It might be considered going rather far to suggest that this sort of thing is respectable rather than racketeering, were it not that so many respectable agencies are implicated at some point in the process of building, mortgaging, advertising and selling. If there is any one best reason why investments in the field of "home" building have dried up, it lies in the practices connected with nearly every phase of production. The growing insistence that the first mortgage cover a lower per cent, and the demand for bonuses, arise directly out of the fact that those who supply mortgage money know too much about the
inside workings of the system, and properly hesitate to loan more than the equivalent of the actual tangible assets. At the time when Sunny-side was built, there was a certain house in it that was offered at $8,300; one of the largest and most respectable agencies building in a competitive district offered an apparently equal house at $6,000. Equalizing the land value of the two houses by subtracting the extra cost in Sunnyside of improved vacant land, the Sunnyside house would come to $7,650. Yet the actual expenditures going into the complete building (all payments for labor, materials, equipment, fixtures, decoration and the like, and also building overhead) were only $2,450 for the competing house as against $5,212 for Sunnyside. Or, stated somewhat differently, the purchase price in the two cases represented construction costs as against marketing costs in very different proportions. For the $6,000 house, lot and improvements cost $675; landscaping $175; building complete $2,450; and then came a marketing overhead of $2,690, or about 45 per cent of the price. For the $8,300 cost, the same items were $1,325, $200, $5,212 and $1,563 respectively—that is, 61 per cent went into building and only 19 per cent into marketing overhead.

What Hope from Present Methods?

Have we now reached the point at which we can summarize what seems to be the present situation? We find that our cities not only suffer from slums but are riddled with blight throughout the great range of their supposedly middle-class construction. Such blight calls for rehabilitation before we can safely engage in any further irresponsible expansion. When we examine the housing types available for such rehabilitation, we find that we have an increasing proportion of group dwellings housing more than a single family; the single-family house is doomed to a permanent recession. These multifamily houses of ours—mostly flats, and only 5 per cent of them serviced apartments—have grown up under the hand of the speculative builder. We find them still struggling, as in 1900, with the narrow, single-family lot, or derivatives that are only slightly modified. We find the enterprise hampered by excessive holding of land for "ripening," by huge city outlays for services that cannot serve, by financial charges which represent in the main a measuring-rod of the chaos. We may now look about to see whether these normal processes of real-estate and speculative building are likely to improve. The answer, unfortunately but very positively, is "No."
Parisian and Dutch Shop Fronts

PHOTOGRAPHS AND CAPTIONS BY GERALD K. GEERLINGS

45 Boulevard Haussmann. The outer window frame, sill, base course, and basement "mullions" are of white marble with black veining. Basement grilles are dull silver in color. The broad expanse of gray semi-opaque glass above the show window is mottled, and not quite smooth. The circular sign has a silvery rim and letters, against an imitation mother-of-pearl background.

Shoe shop, Boulevard de la Madelaine, a combination of polished steel with sheet brass. The simplicity and unexpected color are both good architecture and good advertising. All is steel, except for the brass base course and the band immediately below the window. Lights and reflectors are housed in the projecting soffit overhead.
A detail of the Bally shoe shop, showing the two projecting brass courses at the base, and the end of the show window "set-backs." The steel plates are flush, and are held in position by cylindrical rivets (see sketch). The door is brass in color.

Rue de Faubourg Saint-Honoré. (Maurice Bizet, architect.) This design comprises a versatile union of: two Paris houses with different floor levels, the requirements of an expensive shoe shop, and a design influence imported from perhaps the vicinity of the Nile. The entrance motif is of Nile-green glass ribbed underneath, with an opaque glass panel above the entrance. The show windows have plain facias of mottled gold finish; the window backs have old-gold background and drapes, with the sides in two shades of wide yellow stripes. The base band and signs are lacquer red.

A detail of the Nile-green glass pilasters, which are ribbed on their under surfaces and smooth on the outer. The base band is lacquer red. The door is of clear glass, having an aluminum-colored metal appliqué design superimposed, and highly polished brass letters spelling "Bentivegna". 
Rue Pépinière. The jamb reveals of the door project several inches beyond the face of the glass of the show window, and are built up of a sheet of perforated metal applied to a solid facing (see sketch). Within the scalloped enclosure surrounding the door, and on the letters of the name "Weil," there is red tubing which is illuminated at night. The banded pipe columns at the sides are silver in color; the base of the show window is black marble.

Rue St. Florentin. In this conservative rendition of the modern, the T-square and triangle have seemingly played a major design role, but for an economic performance it does creditably. The color is particularly pleasing: the marble surrounding the window is white and red, rosy in effect, the base is of gray marble, the step of small red-and-white tile, and the metal, silver in color. The presence of the second-floor windows were an unfortunate circumstance for the designer, certainly.

Boulevard Raspail. Here again the Parisian fondness for simple designs in sheet metal asserts itself. The building is of gray-buff limestone; the metal, polished silver in color. The color effect is splendid in reality, but unfortunately it does not record in a photograph. Inside the window, the wood sides and shelving are stained black, and so rubbed that the long coarse grain counts as an interesting over-all whitish design. The vertical metal ribbing in the metal below the window is a half inch in depth.

ARCHITECTURE
Rue Royale. Another example of the success which attends the simple treatment of a well-designed marble frame for the modern shop window. This shop maintains an air of distinction on the wide Royale, which many of its more frilly neighbors lack. Only black-and-gold marble, and bronze window frames, have been used, but the profiles of the marble offsets are more effective than broadcast ornament.

21 rue du Val de Grâce. An admirable adaptation of the historic in terms of the modern—simplifying pilasters and entablature so that they become secondary in importance to the merchandise display. The wood has been only lightly stained and then waxed; the etched glass patterns in the transom and upper part of the windows fall below the standard of the wood details (see sketch). (In the right-hand glass a window with shutters is reflected from across the street.)

Boulevard Haussmann and the rue Lafitte. If the modern movement has done nothing more than to make us realize the possibilities in shade and shadow, it has achieved sufficient to justify some of its errors, at any rate. In this example, instead of meaningless pilasters there are simple offsets in the jamb which help to focus the interest on the actual window and entrance door. The jambs are of white marble, slightly streaked with gray; the cornice facia is of dark gray marble, with the soffit of sheet bronze; the base of black marble; the window frame is of highly polished bronze.
Corner of Boulevard Raspail and rue Brea. (N. Vidal, architect.) Only a color photograph could do justice to this merry café. The frame of the sign is black with inner and outer red margins, the background is cream, the letters black and red. At night illuminated red tubing defines the outline of the letters. The windows have frosted glass, red mullion columns, black sill and lettering. Below the window the wall is painted as indicated in the sketch.

Shoe shop, "Centraal," The Hague. This shop is more interesting for the idea it suggests for lighting, and the splayed entrance, than its intrinsic beauty. At night the space above the shop is illuminated, both the ceiling panels and the prisms toward the street. The stepped-back sides of the entrance give a sense of welcome, without the cluttered, complicated appearance of many cheap shops in America. The framework of the shop is dull oxidized bronze; the lettering and window mullions polished bronze; window base is black-and-white marble; the glass "band courses" above the show windows are semi-opaque glass with small spots of blue; the upper flanking signs are blue-and-white glass.

Shop on the Oude Gracht, Utrecht. A good example of the modern shop which depends more upon simple forms and color than ornamental abundance. Here there is a range of marble treatment due to the variety in finish, being sometimes honed, again roughened, and only occasionally polished. Corner piers are of gray marble, honed; base and entrance jambs are greenish black, highly polished, except for the shields which are definitely tooled. Above the show windows is opaque glass in black, tan, and yellow. Between this colored glass and the second-story window sill is a version of wood siding, painted a color between orange and tan.

<< ARCHITECTURE >>
Boulevard Haussmann. Another example where the designer has taken advantage of shade and shadow, instead of relying on small-scale ornament. The corner entrance is on a gently curving sweep, with the variety of lighting further increased by the simplified pilasters composed of five curved, ribbed segments. The marble is a pleasing gray with pink veining; the metal work, including the shield over the entrance opening, is bronze.

Rue de la Paix. Even without the name of the London house one could almost know for a certainty that this restrained front was an English version of French modernism. For the restrained shop front which favors conservatism, this design may contribute a few suggestions. Black-and-white marble supplies the outer frame, door stiles, and jamb veneer, while the windows are surrounded by cream-colored marble with gray veining. The window muntins and letters forming the name are of bronze; the door and the upper windows are apple green in color.

Rue de la Paix. (J. Marrast, architect, 1928.) In this case the designer was faced with the difficult problem of maintaining the existing pilasters which divided the shop into two. The accompanying sketch shows how cleverly the approaching pedestrian is led into the shop with the door at an angle. Above the door the squared decorated area has frosted glass with a rose pattern set in a gilt frame; surrounding the small show window proper is a composition material in black and gold; the door and the base grille are of wrought iron.
House of Benjamin A. Mosser, Morristown, N. J.
GREVILLE RICKARD, ARCHITECT

The house is built of a common brick with raked joints, liberally supported by cast concrete blocks in the quoins, on the gable rakes, and elsewhere. The roof is of variegated red flat tile.
A local field stone is used for the first-story walls between the bays; this, the brickwork, and the cast concrete being covered with whitewash in which there is a trace of yellow ochre. The terrace paving is of variegated flagstones.
A view taken sharply across the terracefront. For the garden walls, brick capped by flagstone has been used. Shutters are blue-green, woodwork white. Wood casements are used throughout
The service wing, with the garage space for a single car—there is a separate garage building elsewhere on the estate. The dormers are roofed with copper, the cheek walls being formed by the roof tile, carried across in corresponding courses. Garage doors are of natural oak. Chimney pots are natural clay color, darkening through use.
Above, the library, the walls of which are of gum wood finished with a light stain, maintaining almost the natural color of the wood. All bookshelves, it will be noted, are fully recessed.

A corner of the flower room, in which a brightly colored wall-paper has been used and shellacked. The floor is of linoleum, and the sink of monel metal.
A view through the long hall looking towards the stairway. The ceiling beams are of roughly hewn oak, the floor of oak planks, and the plaster, hand worked with an integral brown coloring. To the hangings is entrusted the task of providing strong color.
In the dining-room the plaster walls and the woodwork are painted. There is an interesting detail here in the sawn window heads, made to cover the curtain rods. The radiation is concealed under the broad window sills.

Detail of the main stairway, entirely of oak. The millwork has been given a very light stain as compared with the darker one of the rough-hewn timbering.
The master's bedroom as shown in a photograph which unfortunately does not include the fireplace in the right-hand wall. The plaster walls are tinted as a foil for the bright chintz colors on hangings and furniture coverings.

The building in the foreground is the garage, built throughout of the same materials as those used in the house itself.
"Yet, is it all one."
—Translation of "Black Marigolds"
from Sanskrit oj Bilhana,
by Edward Powys Mathers.

It has been said of the late Charles H. Moore, Professor of Art at Harvard University, that he was the first to bring out strongly and clearly the "organic structural character of Gothic architecture."

To those who seek the reason in things, that realization is inescapable. The logical structure is organic.

In the past three articles of this series the reader has witnessed the advocacy of a Naturalistic, otherwise "Organic," conception of interior design. It has been typified by proposed treatments of Acoustics, Air Conditioning, and Lighting. But let the reader attempt to apply each of those three theories to the same interior, and he will find that he lacks something as important as it is difficult to define. He will realize that the naturalistic, or the physiological aspect of organics are only patterns of a principle, results of the process that shapes a logical structure's growth.

That principle is the indispensable staff of practice. It is the law of Organization: Consistency.

Today, the architectural mind is called in a thousand divergent directions. Financial stagnation and conflicting solutions have left him confidence in little or nothing. So the writer is perfectly aware that it is to a righteously dubious audience that this paper is addressed. He asks that the reader accept nothing but the evidently logical in the arguments to follow. If such logic is coherent he will have proved:

First, that the period has exceeded its application, not surpassed its necessity. It lacks only the interpreter, the Organic Technician.

Second, that only by organization may architecture become a logical fabrication of the needs of the occupant—in short, Organic Structure.

Third, that commonplace use of that technique is the immediate privilege of the architect.

DEFINITIONS

The Organic principle, like many another abstract, is most evident in absence, but this characteristic is little help to the study of it. We are setting out to prove the above by examination of that principle, and its workings. Our first move must therefore be to trace its reappearances through an historical sketch of architecture. We then will have the means to its definition in terms of its effect. From the effect we can deduce the cause.

As the result of this method of reasoning we find that:

1. An Organic Structure is the effect of an Organized Cause.

2. The law of Organization is Consistency. But the fullest significance of that word must be understood.

For instance, architecture permitted an inconsistency when it attempted to associate Science and Art, although uncertain as to the relation of the two, or indeed, doubtful as to the existence of any relationship. The structure could not be consistent, could not proceed in every stage of development from a cause to an effect, and achieve a unity, if any two factors were unrelated.

It is characteristic of this most important lack of relationship that about a thousand years ago a condemned Persian poet struck off the coin of truth, the ultimate assay of subsequent doctrines, that heads this article.
In other words, the universe may be resolved into a single principle, possibly that known as energy, of which matter is simply a more finite form. The single structure of science has been erected upon one sound fundamental, i.e., that its coin must be the product of knowledge. And every important step of science points toward such an elemental oneness of all phenomena. The theory represents the utmost in simplicity by the very fact that it excludes the irrational. Inconsistencies cannot exist in a unit.

But two things have happened to nullify the value of Science's example.

First, Science, although its objective is the sociological increase of Man, has been so wrapt in its coils that it is forced to leave its adoption to Man himself. The latter assumed Self to be the exemplification of Man, rather than its smallest unit. So he justified the literal application of Science to the increase of Self. The two are not the same, hence the result is inconsistent and illogical. The admission of this inconsistency, like a fault in the foundation of a building, has cracked every wall.

A second inconsistency was the illogical path of Art.

Although we credit the Persian poet with the minting of the coin of truth, "yet is it all one," we must add that in the same breath he concluded, "yet is it nothing." He had called upon Art to witness his amazing dexterity at counterfeiting the coin of truth with the coin of artistry; pathos.

Pathetic, to say the least! Art apparently went away with no very clear impression as to which was the counterfeit, for its works and its wealth have only been restricted by its artifice. Built indiscriminately upon truth and error, its structure crumbles about as fast as built.

Science and Art are simply different ways to the same end, truth, but the difference is important. Science forbids exceeding knowledge, even though the lesson lags behind, while the artist often tries to make his point clear by over-expression. If his point is the apex of his knowledge, the excess may not be true.

Thus, throughout our review of architecture, we can trace every fault to a lack of consistency, principally in the loose association of Science and Art.

In this light our earliest structures were the nearest to organic, because they proceeded most directly and consistently from their cause, a need of the occupant. Then, with the growing complexity of the occupant, the unbridged initial fault was lost to view. The checks that sprang from it spread. Later cementings only divided the stress and forced the crazing further. Finally the isolated fragments of architecture's structure became the platforms of Style, the worst enemy of Organization.

Style is the propounding of an incidental unit as the universal measure. Just because the advocate of a style is cut off from the whole, he assumes his particular propensity to be the bricks of which the whole is built. One style may best suit one need, but only all styles can suit all needs. Since no two needs, more than any two men, are exactly duplicate, style is the stamp of creative poverty.

At this time we are confronted with the shame of finding ourselves out. Inconsistency on every hand has led to dismal confusion. Arbitrary canons and coinage, we find, cannot help us. We must, and we will, migrate to the only path out of the maze: the way we came. We must return to the simple law of Organization, Consistency, and practise it by associating only those things whose relationship can be found in a common cause.

Our structures will then proceed logically from an organized unit of cause and materialize as organic forms of theory and substance.

In summary of the first phase of our argument, recognition of the Organic is not its achievement, neither is appropriation of its forms. It is not modernism, classicism, nor any other "ism." Yet it is older than all, for it has been responsible for the elements of logic in each. It has been submerged in proportion to our conflicts; literally lost in the rift between Science and Art, because Organization is unification. We must therefore learn the relationship of every fundamental to its fellow before we attempt to relate them.

The naked knowledge that "it is all one" must be our assurance and encouragement that such relationship can be determined.

**PROCEDURE**

Our next step is to show how the principle of Organization applied to Architecture will produce an Organic Structure. Also that it is the most direct way to that end.

Consistency first requires a definition of the beginning and end of architecture.
Consistency requires a cause to produce an effect. On delving deeper we find that any cause is the effect of a still more elemental cause. The process is one of constant refinement. The present material effect of a process is only the stage of development that time has permitted its cause to reach. That material effect may be the nucleus of further development, while still the complex effect of a prior cause.

Consistency requires that a cause continue to generate effects until it is overcome, or limited, by a counter cause. By reason of its relation to the generating nucleus, this countercause can be likened to an envelope resisting the expansion of the nucleus.

But consistency with the idea that there is only one fundamental cause forces us to the conclusion that the only permanent envelope to a generating nucleus is its rate of progress.

Architecture, to adopt more tangible terms, is the product or effect of the nucleus, Man, and the envelope, Economics.

The often forgotten fact that Man, in the generalizing sense, or the occupant, in particular, is the sole creative cause of the house is the first result of this reasoning. The second conclusion is that architecture cannot grow, at least in conception, otherwise than outwardly from the occupant, and will thus grow in accordance with its rate of growth, Economics.

A definition of Economics may serve to make plainer the allusion to it as a rate. It is definable as the sum of methods by which conditions of life may be maintained or improved. It represents the speed with which natural and social obstacles to living are overcome. Consequently it is the tangible evidence of Man's rate of progress.

The only obstacle Man cannot conceivably overcome is his own “slowness.”

Thus an analysis of Man, alone, must disclose not only the nature, but the relationship, of every factor contributing to a logical architecture. Then a co-ordinating agency can design that which the occupant would cause.

If the analysis of Man is confined to the simpler, purely physical, factors we see him as a parcel of wants impelled in pursuit of satisfaction.

Elementally these wants, instincts, appetites or motives are really few and simple. They seem entirely reducible to hunger and thirst, respiratory, thermal, recuperative and erotic appetites. They may even be reduced to the major underlying motive, perpetuation of well-being. But these few motives are the fulcrum upon which the ponderous pendulum of society swings. The smallest inconsistencies there will cause wide eccentricities in the arc.

The nature of the want is detected by innumerable subjective sensory endings, like antennae, located throughout the body. These may not operate consciously. Association compounded upon association may result in the want reaching consciousness in terms of environment, society, and habit so remote from its instigation as to bear it no apparent resemblance.

But the brain or nerve centre has, in the process, transformed the want into a sort of motive force.

The motive enlists the seven or more types of objective perceptors that are in contact with the source-of-supply of satisfaction. These are the visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, thermal, kinesthetic mechanisms. If the means of satisfaction is at hand, they report back to that effect, and the motive is redirected to attainment under their guidance. If the means is not immediately evident a “trial and error” course is adopted until such means is hit upon.

This may not take place outwardly but by what, through lack of space, we shall have to call “reasoning,” with “experience” to guide. Rambling as the detour may be, the process will eventually reach one of the elementary want satisfactions, and the motive actuating it cease.

Such a purely physical analysis of Man is common knowledge to the physiologist. With the physiologist’s prescription in quantitative form, the specializing engineer can offer precisely the degree of satisfaction a man requires of his environment.

These physical means of satisfaction that comprise the skeleton of Organic Structure are, consistent with their causes:

1. Devices for promoting ingestive and metabolic functions.
2. Air-conditioning devices for promoting respiratory and thermal functions.
3. Physical accommodations for promoting rest and action.
4. Devices for promoting efficiency of sensory functioning, such, principally, as lighting, acoustics, and textures.

From the specializing engineers, these means of satisfaction proceed into applied form. But—and hereon depends the consistency of the whole organic structure—these satisfactions must be jointly applied in the same proportions of respective importance as their causes, man's physical wants.

The comprehensive understanding, from physiology to applied engineering, entailed in such a technique of co-ordination, is our first argument for a specializing agency, the Organic Technician.

So far, we have traced the logical growth of Organic Structure to the limits justified by elementary physical causes. We have avoided all complicating esthetic considerations until certain of their relationship to the physical.

The relationship of the physical and the esthetic is found to exist, and its character disclosed, by a second analysis of the nucleus, Man.

This time our method involves procedure from physiology to elementary psychology. Its logic is the most important phase of the argument, because it indicates a sound method of bridging the worst fault of architecture—loose association of Science and Art.

The workings of the complete neural system have been very logically reduced to physical processes by the late Doctor Leonard T. Troland, psychologist, and others. Their well-substantiated "Dynamic" theory of psychology is, in brief, much as follows:

All primary, subjective and objective, neural activity is accompanied by a secondary activity. This latter is a constant cross index of advice, favorable, neutral, or unfavorable, and respectively termed positive or negative.

Since the energy exciting the neural system has been found to abide by certain of the laws governing electricity, let us adopt an electrical analogy. Let us assume that a transformer having two windings is coupled to two circuits. The first of these is an open circuit excited by external currents. The second is a closed circuit with a fixed current, such as a battery. But this second circuit is so reflexed that its excitation is partially "fed back" into the first circuit. Now an external current may be of two types. First, that which is in phase with the current of the battery circuit, in which case the "feed-back" coupling will cause the intensity of the entire excitation to build up with time; second, that which is of opposite phase to the battery current, in which case the fed back excitation will tend to suppress or cancel the external current.

Let the fixed battery current represent the normal psycho-physiological balance of man. External currents represent physical needs (deflections of the organism from its median of balance). The circuits represent neural channels and the transformer represents the brain or nerve centre.

Then primary neural activity is accounted for by the first and second circuit; secondary neural activity by the reflex coupling. The circuit would appear to remain inactive except while stimulated by external currents, our familiar wants. Then the augmented or suppressed activity would be of intensity proportional to the time it lasts.

But in our electrical analogy we inevitably have to allow for more or less core-saturation of the transformer. This means that extended or exceptional excitation of the same phase will cause an opposite phase charge in the presumably inert transformer. This will discharge back into the circuit, suppressing its cause while that lasts. Its slower rate of discharge may result in its outlasting the cause. In that case it would appear as a favoring or suppressing tendency for later external currents, favoring their opposite phase and suppressing their similar phase. After the cause had ceased it might also appear as an independent internal or tertiary excitation of opposite phase to its cause.

Our complete neural systems act very much in this way. Both favorable and unfavorable primary and secondary intensity builds up to a certain level and then suffers a relative decrease when the time is further extended, exactly as though opposed by a tertiary activity that has been slower in accumulating.

This accounts for the four characteristics of Man that comprise the esthetic wants:

1. Acclimatization or decay of interest in the attendant.
2. Antipathy for the customary.
3. Favoritism for the different.
4. Appreciation of the abstract.

The first three either accompany a physical cause or follow closely enough upon its heels to be analyzed through such cause. But the fourth may be the accumulated aftermath of many
physical causes, and too remote from them to be traced directly. Yet it is the most important to us, because it represents non-physical, or artistic, wants.

It must be understood that this fourth effect, after discharging into the neural system, excites it in the same manner as a want, but since it originates in the brain, or the transformer, is untraceable to subjective cause and must remain an unnamed, or undiscriminating, want.

The more promptly our wants are satisfied, the more insistent becomes the unnamed, esthetic want.

Thus a relatively constant dissatisfaction is the basic force motivating Man, our nucleus of Organic Structure. If it were not so he would merely fluctuate about his median of well-being. But—and this is the most encouraging conclusion—as it is he is constantly impelled to something better and even the median is pulled to a higher level.

The obvious conclusion is that the physical and the esthetic are definitely related; the former is the cause of the latter effect. The time involved in deriving physical satisfactions is literally the measure of the esthetic want.

We have only to find out what will satisfy an esthetic want.

The esthetic want, being an after-effect, may be making its demand for satisfaction in the total absence of physical want. Hence a physical satisfaction would be an excess, unfavorable and unsought. The only satisfaction that will meet esthetic requirements is one of physical appearance but no physical effect. It must be as purely mental as the want. Only promotion of others' well-being, and esthetic self-enjoyment, meet the conditions.

Benevolence and art are the means of esthetic satisfaction.

This second analysis of Man is within the accepted realm of the psychologist. His findings are the material assurance that the work of the designer and artist are not merely related, but essential to complete Organic Structure. Such findings also conclusively indicate that the importance of esthetics, in relation to the physical, will be apparent in analysis of the time intervals involved in physical satisfaction. Furthermore, that esthetic want may be controlled by regulation of such time intervals.

The esthetic means of satisfaction that clothe the skeleton of Organic Structure may now be reduced to applied form as:

1. Devices for temporal change of environment.
2. Devices for mental, sensory, and physical recreation.
3. Artistic presentations.

These must be applied in proportion to the intensity of the esthetic want, as measured through physical activities, and thereon also depends the consistency of the entire Organic Structure. This carries the understanding required of the co-ordinating agency from physics through to esthetics.

In summary of the second phase of our argument, we have shown that only an architecture proceeding from the occupant can produce a logical environment for him—Organic Structure. If this is the only logical procedure it must be the most direct. By progressive analysis of the occupant we have shown that, from the physical to the esthetic, from Science to Art, such structure can grow consistently because a definite relationship exists. We have shown that the structure must comprise physical satisfactions as required by physical wants, and esthetic satisfactions as required by esthetic wants. These must be co-ordinated in structural effect as they are related in human cause. We have made obvious the necessity for a co-ordinating agency and the extent of his requirements.

Practice

It only remains for us to point out our reasons for saying that the technique of Organization is the immediate privilege of the architect.

By necessities of space we have so far generalized in treatment of the subject. But, as we have said that no two men are exactly duplicate, so, in practice, no two organic structures are likely to be the same, for each is the effect of its cause, the occupant.

The first move in architectural practice of Organization is to segregate the occupant, collective or individual, for particular analysis. The analysis is carried out in consultation with a physiologist and psychologist. Their conclusions become the property of the specializing
engineers. The products of these are turned over to the designer and artist. When the housing stage has thus been reached, the structural engineer formulates support, and the architect designs the mass.

But we have not forgotten the envelope, Economics. The requirements of the outer world and their social reflections in the occupant combine as the result of a second analysis of Man in general. Then reversely down the line of development outlined above these specific restrictions are applied.

This is the order of practice whereby the law of Organization, Consistency, may achieve an Organic Structure. It is neither impractical nor remote. It is both logical and available to the architect.

In "The Neglected Sense," the first article of this series, the importance of consistency in psychological considerations was brought out by a discussion of acoustics.

In "Fair Weather," the second article, the importance of consistency in physiological considerations was brought out by a discussion of means of maintaining the body's thermal balance through air conditioning.

In "Material Vision," the third article, importance of consistency through physical considerations was brought out by discussion of the reactions of the eye to light and color.

In each of these consistency alone has indicated logical improvements.

The purpose of this article has been to prove the importance of consistency in the co-ordinating of each phase of every field for production of a logical architecture.

The reader, who may now consider applying the theories advanced in the first three articles to the same interior, will realize that Consistency has acquired a tangible, useful meaning. He will have a real conception of the possibilities inherent in Organization.

Note.—The author wishes to express his gratitude to those who, by generous act and encouragement, have been much more than sources of reference: Erastus Root St. John, M. Am. Soc. C. E.; Vesper A. Schlenker, acoustical research engineer; Harold L. Hadden, electrical engineer; Wallace D. Van Etten, architectural designer; Perry West, air-conditioning engineer; Dr. Leonard Greenberg, School of Public Health, Yale University; Dr. C. P. Yaglou, Professor of Industrial Hygiene, Harvard University; Dr. W. J. McConnell, A. S. H. V. E.; J. W. Barker, Dean, School of Engineering, Columbia University; H. E. De Andrade, illuminating engineer; A. L. Powell, Chairman, I.E. S. Committee on Light in Architecture; Alston Rodgers, illuminating engineer; Dr. C. E. Ferree, Wilmer Ophthalmological Institute, Johns Hopkins University; Dr. J. A. Jastrow, psychologist, New School of Social Research; Dr. L. P. Herrington, psychologist, John Pierce Foundation, Yale University; Dr. D. A. Laird, Director, Psychological Laboratory, Colgate University; Thomas Wilfred, artist in light; Gifford M. Ryder, artist; Edna M. Treadwell, medical technician.
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

Painted by D. Putnam Brinley

Mr. Brinley's murals are on the walls of a cafeteria in the new Home Office Building of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York City, for which D. Everett Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett were the architects. Mr. Brinley had a large area to cover in a short time, and developed a new technique involving the use of cutouts, along the edges of which he painted with an airbrush. The series is marked by a freshness and naïveté that is evident from the portions here reproduced, handicapped as they are by our failure to reproduce the color. The incident represented above is: "The king and the duke got out a couple of long swords made out of oak laths and begun to practice." At the bottom of the page, "By the living 'Jingo, here's the bag of gold on his breast!"
"It's you at last, ain't it?"

"LET HIM PASS THE HAT AROUND!"
Lighting Fixtures

In the centre, one of the large chandeliers in the grand foyer, International Music Hall, developed by the architects: Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Founilhous, in collaboration with Edward F. Caldwell & Company, Inc., who executed the work. The total length of this fixture is about twenty-nine feet, and there are many intricate provisions, necessarily, for safety from falling and from glass breakage.

At left, one of the side-wall bracket fixtures in the main foyer, and at the right, the same fixture in place, engaged on a mirror surface. There is a Viennese sparkle in this fixture, modern and functional as it unquestionably is in its combination of heat-resisting glass and chromium-plated metal.
The new Parliament Buildings for Northern Ireland, built of Portland stone on a granite base. Sir Arnold Thornely, architect

Architectural News

Preliminary perspective of the proposed United States Customs House and Appraisers Stores Building, to be erected at Second and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. Ritter & Shay, architects

Proposed Federal House of Detention, which is to be erected at Sandstone, Minn., the design for which was won in competition by Ekman, Holm & Company, architects and engineers.

At left, one of the two new wings of the Toledo Museum of Art, recently opened—a bequest of the late Edward Drummond Libbey. Above, the 1,500-seat concert hall, a modernized version of a Greek open-air theatre. Edward B. Green & Son, architects

A perspective drawing of the Insurance Company of North America Building, in lower Manhattan, now in course of construction. Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, architects
in Photographs

A preliminary perspective of the United States Legation and Consular Building, Ottawa, Canada. Cass Gilbert, architect. The drawing was made by John T. Cronin.

The Hall of Religion for the Century of Progress Exposition at Chicago, to contain exhibition space for various denominations. Thielbar & Fugard, architects.

Above, the new home of the Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Mass., William T. Aldrich, architect. Below at the left, is a view in the interior court of the same museum.

Munger Hall, a new dormitory being built at Wellesley College, and to be run on a co-operative basis. William T. Aldrich, architect.
BOOK REVIEWS


Here is another and particularly timely volume in the Harvard City Planning Studies. Mr. Bartholomew has a real genius for probing into the facts and trends of city development, on which facts many national schemes of city planning, or even mere zoning, should be based. The book, indirectly, is a powerful argument for making a city plan based on facts first, and art afterwards.

ROME OF THE RENAISSANCE AND TODAY.

Dealing in the main with Renaissance and post-Renaissance Rome, and more particularly with the rapid and drastic changes in the city during the last fifty years. Mr. Rushbury's drawings are well worthy of a place in the architect's office for themselves alone, even if they were not accompanied by Sir Rennell's authoritative text.


A pamphlet prepared by the Education Research Committee of the Engineering Foundation, outlining the professional functions of the engineer, his various spheres of action, his training, his obligations, and his rewards.


A companion volume to Basil Oliver's "The Cottages of England," and a well-rendered survey which divides England into "Chalk and Clay," the limestone belt, the western midlands, the south-west, and the north, with particular reference to the materials which the local builders used, and the types which arose therefrom. The illustrations are numerous and beautiful.


The author writes for the priesthood and clergy particularly, as well as for the architect and layman, sketching the main outlines of ecclesiastical architecture in the past with emphasis upon the necessity of utilizing trained architects in our church building of the present day.


A revision of a report first issued in 1922, brought up to present-day practice.


Doctor Cram laments the lack of authoritative material relating to this, "one of the most original and significant of Gothic cathedrals, as well as one of the largest." The measured drawings—one regret that these could not have been reproduced at much larger scale—were made by Thomas T. Waterman, Thomas Phillips, and Charles Walsh.


Norman Bel Geddes is so facile in his means of presentation that the present reviewer, at least, is instantly put on the defensive. Whether the design is for an air liner, a bathroom scale, or an aerial restaurant, the presentation is always so immediately convincing that one feels an obligation to probe further into the skeleton and the intricate functioning of the creation. Unfortunately, too few of these creations of his have been executed. The refreshing stimulation of Bel Geddes's designs are largely due to his uncanny ability to view the problem objectively and with a lack of prejudice impossible in those more intimately concerned with its everyday study. The book, as its title indicates, is a look into the future over a foreground of varied achievement.
Howe & Church, Architects

Providence National Bank, Providence, R. I.
The exterior of the bank is of red brick with white marble trimmings, roof of black slate, and balcony of cast and wrought iron. On account of the narrow street on which the building stands, it is difficult to photograph; for that reason the exterior is shown by means of the architects’ perspective.

In the banking room the floor is of marble, the woodwork of teak, and the metal railing on top of the low counter screen is of dull bronze.

The murals in the main banking room, several panels of which are reproduced on page 160, represent the early industrial and commercial history of Providence. They are by James Monroe Hewlett, assisted by Charles Gulbrandson.
Plans of the first floor, basement, second floor, and third floor

Providence National Bank, Providence, R. I.  HOWE & CHURCH, ARCHITECTS

ARCHITECTURE
Murals in the main banking room, Providence National Bank, Providence, R. I., painted by James Monroe Hewlett, assisted by Charles Gulbrandson.
Monday, January 2.—The papers are out with a scheme for an elevated highway around Manhattan, backed by all the weight of such names as those of Magonigle, Cross, Tilton, Kahn, Levi, Waid, and others, which really should be sufficient guarantee to make one cheer for the scheme without further examination. And yet I cannot help feel that this scheme, good as it is, completely ruins Battery Park, which, even under the present régime of neglect, is a feature of Manhattan that seems worthy of preservation. I should think the elevated highway might cross the lower end of the island a little farther up-town, say near Canal Street, leaving the old Battery undisturbed. We have a habit, it seems, of reviling those who built elevated roads in the past generation, tearing them down whenever it is possible—and then conceiving new and more elaborate elevated roads for this generation to build.

Wednesday, January 4.—Robert D. Kohn tacks a picturesque title to the new steel houses resulting from large scale production, "zipper houses." He points out, as others have done, that the hope for better housing does not lie solely, nor even in large part, in decreasing costs of production. Some of the houses which have sold in the southern section of Brooklyn for about $5000 actually cost in work and material $10,000, though the profit on these houses was not inordinate. The difference was swallowed up by other elements, by carrying charges, streets, financing, and so forth.

Friday, January 6.—Evidence is accumulating to bear out the contention of many leaders that we have been piling up a real shortage of housing space. Just as during the war we dammed up a reservoir of housing needs which burst upon us afterwards, so now we have built up another reservoir of large proportions. Here are the approximate totals of building in round billions, showing what has been happening: 1925, 10; 1926, 6½; 1927, 5½; 1928, 7½; 1929, 4½; 1930, 3½; 1931, 3½; 1932, 1½. Presently we are more than meeting the demand, so that the balance is running in the opposite direction, and the stock of houses is being sold off, to the great advantage of the building trade. It is estimated that the building industry is now supplying more than double the needs of the present population, and will do so until 1934 or 1935. There is some question as to whether the demand for housing will increase, but the general tendency is toward a lowering of prices, and this should be a blessing to the housing problem.

Saturday, January 7.—Apparantly President Hoover's rearrangement of federal bureaus may fail of acceptance. Nevertheless, some such scheme as he has proposed for a division of public works seems logical, if not inevitable. This means that a division of public works would bring together the work now done in the Office of the Supervising Architect of the Treasury Department; of work on rivers and harbors heretofore directed by the Army Engineering Corps; and public roads, at present carried on by a bureau of the Department of Agriculture. With the consolidation of the government's building activities there would be still greater opportunity of utilizing public building as a balance wheel in our national economic progress.

Monday, January 9.—Lucian E. Smith, one of those architects who, having at the moment nothing in particular strong enough to hold him here last summer, took a car with him abroad for the purpose of adding to his knowledge of Europe, and particularly of rural England. He came in today, and is most enthusiastic about Liverpool Cathedral, having spent a whole month in its otherwise rather drab city, seeing the Cathedral at all hours and in all lights. His enthusiasm was mainly for the interior, which to him is second only to Chartres in its spiritual uplift. I was rather surprised to learn that the stone of which Liverpool Cathedral is built is a decided pink, which weathers to a brownish gray.

Wednesday, January 11.—The New York Chapter, American Society of Landscape Architects, is trying to move the national wheel off its dead centre by offering: "To every property owner who will give men, now unemployed, work on his property at the rate paid by the local unemployment bureau, to the amount which would pay ten, or more, men for six days, a member of this Chapter will give a visit of consultation or supervision for the direction of the men's work without charge, except for necessary travelling expenses, and will give an additional visit for every similar amount so expended."

Thursday, January 12.—W. Duncan Lee up from Richmond, Va., telling me of the joy he had had in working for the past three years on the rebuilding of Carters Grove. The unending series of revelations, coming almost daily, concerning the origins, the idiosyncrasies of workmen, the unusual uses of materials, in connection with this James River mansion, built early in the eighteenth century, must be one of the most pleasurable experiences that can come into an architect's practice. The interior woodwork of Carters Grove is thought by many to be the best in Virginia, and the problem of maintaining it undamaged when subjected for the first time in its history to artificial heat, was one of the major problems. Carters Grove, until the present renaissance, never could have been really warm and dry inside of its thick brick walls. Mr. Lee hopes to avoid shrinkage and cracking of the great pine panels through unusual care in insulation, in concealing amply protected radiators, and, perhaps what is best of all, by maintaining the temperature with a tolerance for a year or more at not over sixty-five degrees—a price the owners are quite willing to pay. Incidentally, Mr. Lee succeeded in equipping the old house with seven bathrooms and a complete heating plant, without removing any of the panelling. Once removed from its original supports, panelling is rarely, if ever, returned intact.

Friday, January 13.—Harry F. Cunnigham, professor of architecture, University of Nebraska, is going to conduct a small and select group of young architects, artists, and other human beings about Europe next summer. The party sails from New York on June 17, going to Liverpool first, to Chester, to Oxford, to London, to Winchester, and across the Channel from Southampton. At Le Havre they take a big bus and circle around part of France, including five days in Paris under the additional guidance of some of the local architects, who will show them all the new sights—and perhaps some of the old ones. Thence the party has a five-days' rest and conference at Oetz in the Austrian Tyrol, passes on down the Rhine, crosses Belgium and sails back from Antwerp. Gene Robb, of 53 West 42d Street, is managing the business end, and the cost is $2500 all of which is almost as good as reading next year's seed catalogue.

Saturday, January 14.—Here's a crusade I'd like to join. Ely Jacques Kahn is chairman of a committee just organized to awaken the public to a need for better ventilation in railway and subway trains, street cars, buses, taxicabs, and private automobiles. Personally I think if they succeed in improving conditions only in the first two, the crusaders will deserve the thanks of most of the present population and of that to come.

Monday, January 16.—The 1930 census picked up a lot of information, some of which is interesting, some not so much.
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so—as for example, how many families have radios. The figures on rents and on values of owned homes are significant. Of the 10,503,786 owned non-farm homes in the United States, the median value is $4,477—18.1% valued under $2,000; 33.1% between $2,000 and $5,000; 31.7% between $5,000 and $10,000; and 15.2% $10,000 or over. There are more rented non-farm homes than those owned—13,411,549, for which the median rent is $37.15. These figures vary widely for the state, the median rent in three Southern States being under $10, while in New York it is $41.94. In spite of the inroads made in recent years by the apartment-house, 76.4% of all American families still live in one-family dwellings. Here is an interesting comparison—the percentages of home ownership, classified by color and nativity, are as follows: for all families, 46.8%; for native whites of native parentage, 48%; foreign and mixed parentage, 51.0%; foreign born, 51.8%; and Negroes, 23.9%. Homes having telephones run from 8.2% in Iowa to 35.8% in Louisiana.

Tuesday, January 17.—I had the pleasure of seeing today Thomas H. Benton's murals in one of the upper rooms in the Whitney Museum of American Art. It really does not seem proper to call these murals—to my mind a mural is a quiet, unassuming background that is rather flat in color and not at all insistant upon the story, if any, it has to tell. Benton's paintings, called "The Art of Life in America" do not fit this definition of a mural. He has a lot to say, and it is boldy and convincingly. The paintings are called, "Murals for a Reading Room." I doubt whether anyone could read in that room—the paintings are far more vociferous in demanding attention than any reading matter could possibly be. One who goes into the Whitney reading room will do well to leave all printed matter behind. Another traditional characteristic of the accepted mural type is scale, and here again Benton has jumped to a scale that makes the room itself seem puny and inadequate. The paintings, if they have the strength of appeal for others that they had for me, will eventually demand another room, an adequate room.

Wednesday, January 18.—Edwin B. Morris, Editor of The Federal Architect, paid us a luncheon visit at The Architectural League today. Even living in the midst of the steadily growing mass of government buildings in the Capital, and thereby being able to absorb their bulk and magnificence gradually as they are being built, he seems to be uncertain as to the ultimate result. Once more I find myself asking whether we are building another Rome in Washington, a Rome which by reason of its vast areas and overwhelming piles is going to be depressing rather than inspiring.

Friday, January 20.—Thomas T. Waterman, joint author with the late John A. Barrows of "Domestic Colonial Architecture of Tidewater Virginia," dropped in today on the first lap of a trip abroad which will take him to Spain, and finally to dwell indefinitely in Malaga. The island of Majorca seems to have attracted so many artists and architects as a solution of the present problem of living that it is, I hear, becoming overcrowded. The American bar and the contract bridge parties may ruin it in a very short time. Waterman thinks that Malaga, on the other hand, is as yet unspoiled.

Monday, January 23.—The Westinghouse engineers are working on an interesting phase of combined heating and cooling. W. C. Goodwin is directing the research, which has not yet reached a stage where it may be commercially employed. The scheme is shown graphically in the accompanying diagram.

Vapor from the outside evaporator is compressed, thereby raising its temperature. Flowing through the condenser indoors, the gas becomes a liquid, radiating heat. Reaching the expansion valve in the circuit, pressure of the liquid refrigerant is so reduced that it boils, and, in vaporizing, makes the evaporator cooler than the outside air. Heat, therefore flows from the outside to the refrigerant. The high pressure is again drawn off by the compressor to complete the cycle. The scheme, while seemingly a paradox in that heat is brought indoors from a cool air, seems to be theoretically sound. Since the heat is not generated, but merely transferred from outside to inside the house, there is a high degree of efficiency obtained. The electric current consumed in pumping produces three to five times as much heat indoors as if the same electricity were directly converted into heat. Of course, this system, if sufficiently developed, serves for both winter heating and summer cooling, since the process described above is no more nor less than reversed refrigeration. In the summer the equipment would absorb heat from inside the house, pump it to the outside, and discard it.

Tuesday, January 24.—A. Lawrence Kocher and Albert Frey have gathered together some material for exhibition at The New School for Social Research. The thesis presented is that architecture, both in America and abroad, is in a transition period, to which we will all agree. The material shown in the exhibition compares very instructively an over-decorated theatre interior, for instance, with a clean functional one. The two make the obvious point that it is foolish to overload with ornament surfaces that, if not altogether out of the range of vision, are certainly not the focal point for which the interior was constructed. The comparisons, of which this is but a sample, are convincing, but when further exhibitions fall almost exclusively into the purely functional type of thing—box-like structures of glass and metal—it seems to me that the functionalists they lose at least one of the essentials of building, which is beauty. As has been said, it is not enough for a building to satisfy the demands of shelter, light, air-conditioning, acoustics, circulation, sanitation, and the like; it must also satisfy man's demand that he be given a pleasing environment. There are other ways of making this environment pleasing than by overloading most of the structure with meaningless decoration, of course, such as we did a generation ago, but in his present state of development I think it is not achieving a pleasant environment if we merely place man in a box of steel and glass and let it go at that. Architecture is not living up to its name if it is merely a machine in which to live.

Wednesday, January 25.—Dropped in at the Museum of Modern Art to see a chronologically arranged exhibition of Chicago's contribution to modern architecture as developed by Major Jenney, Richardson, Sullivan and his school, Burnham and Root, Holabird and Roche during the period 1870-1910. I think this is the first time that so complete a presentation has been made with the actual photographic evidences of buildings that have long been forgotten, if not entirely overlooked. The story of the illustrations is a graphic history of the displacement of self-supporting masonry walls by the steel skeleton frame and its development, to the Art Institute of Chicago, where it may be seen by visitors to the Fair before it goes back to the Louvre in the fall.
By gilding the principal lead lines of this stained-glass window, the D'Ascenzo Studios and Zantzinger, Borie & Medary sought to emphasize the structural quality of the design, and create an effective decoration, both in transmitted and reflected light. The window is in the chancel of St. Paul's Church, Chestnut Hill, Pa.

Stained Glass for Night and Day
METAL roofs may be tin, iron, lead, or copper. The superintendent must check the materials to see that they comply with the specification as to weight and gauge. Specifications for tin or iron often call for painting on the underside, while copper and lead do not. When laid on the roof the sheets, of course, should have a good bearing, so that any subsequent walking on the roof will not bend or injure the metal. If a copper-bearing iron or steel is used, it should bear the stamp of the manufacturer and also one showing the amount of copper contained. Tin sheets should be uniformly coated with tin. Copper, of course, should be the soft variety, leaving the hard copper only for leaders, gutters, etc. The soft sort will suffer much less "fatigue" due to expansion or contraction. Seams that conform to a good specification and conscientious supervision will result in a water-tight roof.

In addition to wood shingles there now are those of metal, asbestos, and various compositions. All of these must be properly laid if they are to perform satisfactorily. Improperly done, the work will cause great distress. In shingling, nails should be used that will not be affected by the weather. And, it might well be added, care should be taken that there is no ground work provided for electrolysis by having copper nails in zinc flashing, nor zinc nails on copper roofing. Then too, copper nails should be distinguished from copper-clad nails, which are really only copper-plated. Zinc flashing should not be allowed to come in contact with a copper gutter or vice versa.

Slate roofs, while now little used in the cities, have not lost their picturesqueness, and are in demand for country and suburban homes. Slate roofs should be well flashed and the superintendent should see that the slates are properly nailed. They must not be left loose nor yet nailed so tightly so as to be squeezed, because this will cause the slate to split when the temperature rises. Obviously the nails must be long enough so that they penetrate the wood at least an inch. The nails should of course be of non-rustable material.

Composition roofs are generally laid on wood or cement foundations. In any case the surface should be cleaned thoroughly before the laying of the roof fabric is started. The superintendent should see that the first layers are securely nailed down in the case of a wood base. If the base is concrete it will be swabbed with pitch or tar, and into this will be rolled the first layer of felt. On top of this first layer will be added the others. The number of layers should be carefully checked against the specification, as well as the amount which each sheet should overlap. Successive layers should be well-rolled and brushed into the pitch. If the weather is cold there should be no lengthy expanse of pitch left to cool before the felt is rolled into it. The method generally used is to cut several lengths of felt, swab the pitch on the roof and then "walk" them down. This usually consists of one man taking two or three steps to make sure that the felt is stuck in as many places. Such a method does not insure the felt being in close contact at all points, particularly in cold weather. The argument is then advanced that "the heat from the other layers will penetrate the lower ones and cause the pitch to stick to the felt." The superintendent may convince himself of the folly of this practice if on a cold day he will pull up several layers after they have been laid down thus. However, by rolling the felt out and sweeping it down with a broom, a good job may be obtained. Any spongy roof should be condemned because the chances are all in favor of its eventually leaking. Sponginess is caused by small air-pockets and shows conclusively that the pitch is not binding the sheets of felt together. No felt should come in direct contact with another sheet of felt. If pulled up, individual layers should clearly demonstrate that pitch has been well spread between them. Where the felt turns up against the wall it is well to see that it fits snugly into the right-angle intersection, and does not form a curve against the wall with resultant air space, unless this space is filled with a solid puncture-proof material. Of course, if this curve is desired, blocking may be used to obtain it. Otherwise an unsupported roofing material cove will be a certain cause for leaks when some one walks too close to the wall.
If the roof is to be walked upon the top sheet should present a tough, wearable surface. If slag or gravel is used, a final thick layer of pitch is the usual prescription. If the roof is flat and tile is to be used, the superintendent must see that the proper number and kind of expansion joints are used. Expansion joints should be used around the entire edge of the roof, and of course no area greater than four hundred square feet, nor a distance longer than twenty-five feet, should be laid without a proper joint. After the tile has been laid this joint will be cleaned down to the pitch and a good grade of pitch or a stiff mastic used to fill the voids. These joints will take care of the usual roof size, but if a large area is covered it is better to make larger joints of metal as shown on the accompanying sketch. The superintendent should inspect the laying of the roof tile closely. He should have the day's work to end on a beam, or preferably on an expansion joint. If this is not done a noticeable crack will show up later where each day's work was stopped—and there will probably be a crack showing up along the beam line anyway.

A fill to which a topping is added is often put down for the tiles to be laid upon. The screeding of this topping must be checked to see that there is enough pitch and that it is in the proper direction so that the water will flow off properly. If cork or other similar material is used for insulation it must be laid smoothly and be all of uniform thickness. Failure in this respect will result in small pools forming on the roof after a rain. When the final check-up is made the roof should be looked over for puddles and for any other evidence that the roof does not drain properly. Such places can generally be discovered even several days after a rain, as the dirt and sediment is still visible even though the water has evaporated. Chipped or cracked tile should of course be removed and replaced with perfect ones.

Flashing is one of the most important items in a building and yet its entire execution is often left dependent upon the tinsmith's ability and integrity. True, this man may be experienced and know how to do his work thoroughly, but it seems a long chance for a superintendent to neglect this important supervision. Flashing may be zinc, galvanized iron, copper, lead, and, on the more expensive jobs, lead-coated copper. The latter has an added advantage of protection against the acids and gases prevalent in the atmosphere of large cities. Lead more nearly matches gray stone work, preserves its original color, and prevents copper salts from discoloring the stone work. Where the top of a sidewalk vault is flashed to a building, scrupulous attention must be given to the work. The flashing must be well attached to the waterproofing fabric, and the metal run through the wall and turned up on the inside of the wall at least three inches above the top of the finished sidewalk. In fact, turning it up five inches will do no harm. The tinsmith is prone to regard such a margin as a waste of money—to turn up flashing to that height when the water will more readily go under or over the saddle of a door if present, rather than flow uphill over a three-inch turnup. Also, when the flashing is being run, there is generally no finished sidewalk laid, by which the amount of flashing turnup may be judged. Hence, it is better to have the flashing an inch or two above the required height than to have it below the top of the sidewalk. Then too, it is much more satisfactory, if there is a leak, to know that you must look for it at a door opening, rather than to tear out many running feet of decorated walls before discovering its origin. It is always advisable to use a soft metal for flashing, since there is less danger of its breaking under the continuous bending due to expansion and contraction. If the superintendent is "on the job" and watches the details carefully there is no excuse for a leak in the saddle of any door. But if there is, it is a sign of poor workmanship, construction, or supervision—generally the first named. The sheets of flashing should be soldered to one another. After being turned up on the inside, care should be taken to see that they are not subsequently beaten down by accident.

(To be continued)
The profession as a whole continues to marvel at the restraint and the courage which moves the Southern California architects to produce asymmetrical façades that, on the drawing-board, must appear of questionable success, but which, in the final setting, so seldom fail of achieving beauty.
To those who would say that planting, sunlight and shadow are responsible for half the success of Southern California architecture, we would reply that the architects have learned the foils for that wealth of sun and luxuriance: the unbroken wall area of stucco or painted brick, the proper overhang for tile-edge shadows, the drawing closely together of house and its garden so that the two become one.
Below are the subjects of forthcoming Portfolios

Verandas
April

The Eagle in Sculpture
May

Eaves Returns on Masonry Gables
June

Exterior Lettering
July

Entrance Driveways
August

Corbels
September

Photographs showing interesting examples under any of these headings will be welcomed by the Editor, though it should be noted that these respective issues are made up about six weeks in advance of publication date.

1926
Dormer Windows
Shutters and Blinds

1927
English Panelling
Georgian Stairways
Stone Masonry Textures
English Chimneys
Fanlights and Overdoors
Textures of Brickwork
Iron Railings
Door Hardware
Palladian Motives
Gable Ends
Colonial Top-Railings
Circular and Oval Windows

1928
Built-in Bookcases
Chimney Tops
Door Hoods
Bay Windows
Cupolas
Garden Gates
Stair Ends
Balconies
Garden Walls
Arcades
Flaster Ceilings
Cornices of Wood

1929
Doorway Lighting
English Fireplaces
Gate-Post Tops
Garden Steps
Rain Leader Heads
Garden Pools
Quoins
Interior Paying
Belt Courses
Keystones
Aids to Fenestration
Balustrades

1930
Spandrels
Chancel Furniture
Business Building Entrances
Garden Shelters
Elevator Doors
Entrance Porches
PatiOs
Treillage
Flagpole Holders
Cement Windows
Fences of Wood
Gothic Doorways

1931
Banking-Room Check Desks
Second-Story Porches
Tower Clocks
Altars
Garage Doors
Mail-Chute Boxes
Weather-Vanes
Bank Entrances
Urns
Window Grilles
China Cupboards
Parapets

1932
Radiator Enclosures
Interior Clocks
Outside Stairways
Leaded Glass Medallions
Exterior Doors of Wood
Metal Fences
Hanging Signs
Wood Ceilings
Marquises
Wall Sheathing
French Stonework
Over-Mantel Treatments

1933
Bank Screens
Interior Doors
Arthur Munson

Delano & Aldrich

Sterner & Wolfe

Moise Goldstein
In a Florentine palace

William M. Ingemann

Richard Arnold Fisher
MARCH, 1933
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Ironwork Balusters, English, Early Eighteenth Century
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Ironwork Balusters, English, Early Eighteenth Century
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Trained telephone engineers are always at your service

The residence of Mr. E. J. Loranger, 14 Wildwood Circle, Puyor Manor, Larchmont, New York, is equipped for telephone convenience with built-in conduit connecting six outlets, including one in the basement card room. PHILIP RESNYK, Architect, New York City.

Social and business life today depends so completely upon the telephone that no home is quite modern without adequate telephone facilities. Many architects provide for them as carefully as for electric lights or heating systems. And to assist in this pre-planning, telephone companies offer the service of trained technical staffs, without charge.

Co-operation between architect and telephone engineer is highly desirable for a number of reasons. Telephone conduit costs much less to install during construction than later. Extra outlets can be located in anticipation of future needs. Then as children grow up and families change, it is easy and economical to extend telephone service without defacing walls and floors, or exposing wiring.

Feel free to make full use of your telephone company's specialized knowledge. It will save money for the owners of the homes you design or remodel—will make those homes more comfortable, more efficient. Just call the Business Office and ask for "Architects' and Builders' Service."
MAGIC DOORS
A ray of light shining on a photo-electric cell is interrupted and the magic door is opened. The Stanley Works, of New Britain, Conn., describe and illustrate in their literature the four-part mechanism of this magic door which can be obtained in swinging or sliding door type. Stanley also offers electric operators for folding, sliding, or overhead garage doors.

FLUSH VALVES
The Scovill Mfg. Co.'s catalogue K is a handy book for quick reference. The Scovill Flush Valves are shown in complete installation with roughing-in dimensions and equipment details. Tables with prices for valves and accessories are included. Catalogue from the Scovill Mfg. Co., Waterville, Conn.

SARCO STRainers
The Sarco Co., Inc., of 183 Madison Avenue, New York City, describes strainers in pipe lines as effective insurance against interruptions in service, injury to valves, and expensive breakdown. The Sarco Strainer for steam, oil, water, or any liquid has a cast-iron body with perforated cylinder placed at proper angle to offer minimum obstruction to the flow of gas or liquid. Inquiries for information should specify clearly the type of service and the size of perforation most suitable. Diagram leaflets also show the Sarco Air Eliminator for Steam Heating Systems and Sarco Alternating Receiver for returning condensation to boiler in Sarco Vapor Heating Systems.

AIR CONTROL REGISTER
Literature on the new Bailey Air Control Register describes it as an evolution in register production, signifying further leadership on the part of its manufacturers, the Tuttle and Bailey Mfg. Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y. Guide specifications are included and the company will be glad to furnish complete details. Salient features include volume control, uniform distribution, direct flow, silent and positive operation, and controlled resistance for static pressure. The design of the sliding valves reduces leakage and easy and quick installation is an actuality.

VERMONT MARBLE
Fifteen plates, which originally appeared as Vermont Marble presentations in the architectural press, are now presented in a form suitable for filing. The purpose is to emphasize the adaptability of marble in the field of modernistic building construction. The plates tell a marble story for themselves, but the Vermont Marble Co., of Proctor, Vt., will be glad to answer questions or send additional data.

BLACKBOARDS AND BULLETIN BOARDS
A comprehensive booklet entitled "Blackboards and Bulletin Boards as Visual Aids in Education" has been issued for your library by the Natural Slate Blackboard Co., of Pen Argyl, Pa. It will be a useful addition to your working files, containing a well-edited analysis of blackboard usage and other means of visual instruction as well as information on changing methods in schoolhouse planning.

WROUGHT-IRON BILLETS
We believe you'll be interested in a bulletin from the A. W. Byers Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., telling of their new offer of Byers Genuine Wrought Iron Forging Billets. Respect for "good wrought iron" still exists and the facilities of this company assure high-grade wrought iron of uniform quality.

REVERE BRASS PIPE
A handsome booklet from Revere Copper and Brass, Inc., 230 Park Avenue, New York City, tells the complete illustrated story of Revere Brass Pipe, namely, what it is, where to specify it, how to specify it, how to use it, where it is in use, and where to order it.

SHEET COPPER
A book just published by the Copper and Brass Research Association—revisions and rearrangements of all important details of the application of sheet copper in building construction which appeared in previous handbooks. Also much new data. Copies are offered to members of the American Institute of Architects. Request must be made on letter-head to enable a proper handling of those made by others than members of the Institute. It is a comprehensive presentation of the subject and expensively produced after much research.

VOGUE
An appropriately smart booklet introduces the new line of fixtures by Scovill Mfg. Co., of Waterville, Conn. Vogue fixtures are adaptable to old enameled ware as well as to that of new design. They should therefore have a place in your modernization work as well as being a dignified but pleasantly modern choice for new structures.

STEEL SHEET PILING
The Carnegie Steel Co., of Pittsburgh, issues "Insert B" for inclusion in your manual on Carnegie Steel Sheet Piling in which are described the methods for placing the designing of steel sheet piling walls on a consistent, mathematical basis. The insert adds in condensed and rearranged translation, the methods of determining Bending Moments as developed by H. Blum, and Earth Pressures as developed by H. Krey. This gives a complete and comprehensive manual.

WIRING DEVICE SPECIFICATION
Hart and Hegeman, Division of The Arrow-Hart and Hegeman Electric Co., of Hartford, Conn., have just issued an architect's reference data sheet for wiring device specifications. The data sheet, A. I. A. File 3167, includes representative types of wiring devices. Additional information for special needs will be sent on request.
YOUNGSTOWN COLLEGE,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Architect:
Paul Boucherle,
Youngstown, Ohio.

Behind this beauty of the architect's creation, an installation of Youngstown Buckeye Conduit assures an electrical system of lifetime permanence.

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY
General Offices: YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

YOUNGSTOWN BUCKEYE CONDUIT
Tying The Floors Together

WAREHOUSES
FACTORIES
HOTELS
HOSPITALS
STORES
MORTUARIES
SCHOOLS
GARAGES

with

KIMBALL ELECTRIC ELEVATORS

It may be two floors or forty that you wish tied together with vertical transportation.

There is a Kimball Elevator and Machine made to perform the specific task which you have in mind... The ranges in Kimball elevators extend from the simple hand power machines to the passenger speed machines traveling 600 vertical feet per minute. We place an especial emphasis on the Kimball line of inexpensive and easily installed Light Electrics with lifting capacities ranging from 1,000 to 5,000 lbs.

Write for detailed information on the type of machine you require.

KIMBALL BROS. CO.
989-97 Ninth St.  Council Bluffs, Iowa

Branches:
TULSA
SALT LAKE
MINNEAPOLIS
LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS
DENVER
KANSAS CITY

THE CUTLER MAIL CHUTE

TO INSURE standard, dependable equipment installed promptly at moderate cost, the Cutler Mail Chute should be specified by name. If desired, approximate estimates will be furnished in advance.

If preferred, a stated sum may be allowed to cover this item.

Full information, details, specifications and estimates on request.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.
General Offices and Factory
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

CONVECTOFIN
THE BUILT-IN HEATER

"Certified Performance"

CONVECTOFIN is the first built-in heater to offer Certified Performance, in complete accord with the test and rating codes of National Heating, Ventilating, and Piping Societies. Architects are relieved entirely of all heating worry.

Takes the Place of Radiators

Unbiased tests conducted by the Frost Research Laboratory prove conclusively the superiority of CONVECTOFIN. Better results in every way. Less volume. Less expense for fuel and maintenance. Complete information on request. We are always glad to assist architects with their heating problems without the slightest obligation.

COMMODORE HEATERS CORP.
11 West 42nd St.  New York City

THE BUILT-IN HEATER

"Certified Performance"

Unbiased tests conducted by the Frost Research Laboratory prove conclusively the superiority of CONVECTOFIN. Better results in every way. Less volume. Less expense for fuel and maintenance. Complete information on request. We are always glad to assist architects with their heating problems without the slightest obligation.
METAL STAIR-RAILS of Distinction

TILDEN, REGISTER & PEPPER—Architects

OUR long experience in the design and execution of unusual hand-wrought ornamental metal grilles, rails and hardware is placed at your service.

ARCHITECTURAL ART METAL WORK
The Iron-Craftsmen

No. 2631
Wall Type

A POPULAR SEMI-RECESS TYPE

This is No. 2631, with glass filler, a semi-recess type that meets the approval of building owners and architects alike, and that also meets the regulations of the American Public Health Association. Receptor above rim. Distinctive Halsey Taylor practical automatic stream control and two-stream projector.

Write for full information
THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO. • WARREN, OHIO

ERSKINE COPPER RADITATORS

Is the Bond Permanent?
Is the Fin 2½” high?
Is the Tube ¾”?

Check these 3 Vital Spots

Before specifying or okaying copper radiators, why not check these points:

1. TUBE. Is it ¾” wide? If not, not enough steam or hot water gets through in cold weather. Erskine tubes are ¾”.

2. FIN. Is it 2½” high? If not, it can’t heat the air in large enough volume in cold weather. Erskine fins are 2½” high.

3. BOND between tube and fin. Is it absolutely permanent? If not the fins can work loose and cause trouble. The Erskine bond between Tube and Fin is a patented, permanent, all-copper bond. No soldering. No welding.

Depend on Erskine Copper Radiators for all heating with steam or hot water.

SEE SWEET’S, PAGE 641

OTHER PRODUCTS: All-Copper Water Heaters, Thermost Heat, Humidifier, and Electric Radiators

ERSKINE COPPER RADITATORS CORPORATION
1 East 42nd St. New York City
Sales Representatives in All Principal Cities
Advertisers’ Index

WHAT TO SPECIFY WHERE TO BUY

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING THE CATALOGUES OF ANY OF THE ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE OF ARCHITECTURE (AS LISTED BELOW) LET ARCHITECTURE’S SERVICE BUREAU SEND THEM TO YOU. ANY ADDITIONAL DATA CONCERNING THE INDUSTRY THAT THE READERS OF ARCHITECTURE REQUIRE WILL GLADLY BE COMPILED FOR THEM BY OUR SERVICE BUREAU.
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FOR DIET KITCHEN

Your file on equipment for the Diet Kitchen is incomplete unless you have the latest folder from the Prometheus Electric Co., of New York City, describing their Serving Table, Model 1090, which has combination hot and cold compartments. The independent lower compartments are cork insulated and thus usable for either hot or refrigerated service. Each food container is individually heated, insuring even and continuous heat. Send for information.

N. E. L. A. WIRING STANDARDS

We have just been advised by the National Electric Light Association, Graybar Building, New York, that though they are disbanding, prior to formation of new Edison Association, they will take care of all requests received from registered architects on their own letter-heads for copies of recently issued wiring standards. Others who desire these publications will have to send their inquiries direct, together with ten cents for each publication, three in all, in money or postage.

CELOTEX

A Celotex folder with board sample shows the two surfaces, one smooth and one textured, which every board of Celotex offers. This builder, as well as insulator, is used for sheathing in homes and all types of farm construction and for a variety of remodelling purposes. All Celotex Cane Fibre products are manufactured under the Ferox Process—a chemical treatment toxic to fungus growth, dry rot, and termites. Send for information on the Ferox Process to the Celotex Co., at 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
It is significant, though hardly surprising, that so many prize-winning homes are glazed with Libbey-Owens-Ford Quality Glass. Of course, the glass itself very probably has comparatively little to do with these awards, but the way in which fine glass emphasizes and enhances the architectural design and the way in which it blends the completed structure into a harmonious unit certainly makes an appreciable difference from every standpoint. Because Libbey-Owens-Ford Quality Glass is more brilliant and more beautiful, many architects specify it to insure the last detail in their planning . . . the atmosphere they seek to create.

LIBBEY - OWENS - FORD GLASS COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.
manufacturers of Highest Quality Flat Bronze Window Glass, Polished Plate Glass and Safety Glass; also distributors of Figured and Wire Glass manufactured by the Blue Ridge Glass Corporation of Kingsport, Tennessee.

This residence, the home of Mrs. Richard B. Fudger, Beverly Hills, Cal., was awarded first prize in the sixth annual small house competition, western group, conducted by the magazine, "House Beautiful". Roland E. Coate, Architect, 701 Architects Building, Los Angeles, Cal.; Eric Barclay, Contractor, Beverly Hills, Cal. • Above: General View, Street Elevation. • Below: Exterior, Dining Room Bay Window.
The Modutrol System of temperature control was selected for this new Milwaukee suburb school following exhaustive tests at the challenge of competitors, and which clearly proved the Minneapolis-Honeywell claim of true modulation necessary for satisfactory control results.

The Woodrow Wilson School, where competitive tests were run concurrently in identical rooms and under the supervision and direction of the West Allis Board of Education.